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P R E F A C E 
The. pn.2Me.Yit thz&iA zntitltd "On cwtcun pfiobttm conceAn-dig v<U*a-
t^nal inequoLctieJ)" i^ an outcome, o^ the itudLLe^ mdde. by thz authofi at 
the. VepoAtment of^ MathematUjcJi, AtigaAh Uiutim UnlveA^^ty, AtigaAh, divUng 
the. toit iJ-cue yexuu. The the^^u Jj> devoted to &ome fiecent deveZopmejnt 
in the thzoxy oi vaAMitLonal inequaJLitte^, VoAMitJjonat <nequaZttieJ> axe 
mathejnatical modeLs in teAm o^ opeAato^u KepKe^entinQ physical phe.nonuyia 
occu/Ung .in phy^i^ii, engineeMMig and economic..!), Famoa6 Vfiench mathemati-
cian JoL. LXoni and hii> co-won.keJU> Like, G. Stampacchii, G. Vuvaut, 
R. Gtoi/oin^ki, A. Ben4>ovu>4>an and L, ToAtoA oAe fieJ>pon4>ible ion. development 
OjJ thii afiea. In the. Keceyit pa&t geneJiaJiized vaAMitional and geneAalized 
quoMivaAiationaZ ineqaaZitie^i) have been studied by Baiocchi and Capeio 
[6], BnauodeA [17], Rockaiellan. [79], Saigal [SO], Tang and PeteA.!>on [32], 
Skih and Tan [SI] and Tan [S6]. The main object o^ tkU the^ii, i6 to 
extend iome. uietl knoum pKopeAtie^ oi generalized voJuationat and quaj>i 
voAiationaZ. inequatitieM. VanMitionaJi inequaJiitieJ> in the letting o^ 
(Jazzy mappings have aL&o been 4>tadied. 
In ChapteA I, we have included all the, ba&ic deiinitioni>, nota-
tions and Kesulti which oAz KoZzvent to the Kziatts pKZiented in the 
&ab^>zquent chapteju>. ChapteA 11 contains the notion oi i>lightly conti-
noooA multivalued mappings and thein. topological and algebfiaic pfiopeAties, 
ChapteA 111 deals mth eAAofi estimates ion. vanMuUjonal inequalities in 
the sejtting oi xeilexive Banach spaces and Stan, shaped sets. These nesults 
4AA. 
geneAoLLze. zcuitLeA KziuJbU> -in tka> oAe/i. In ChaptoA. IV, we. havo. dzve.-
lopzd tht algofUthm to obtouin the. apphoximivte. iiOtatioYii, o^ va/Uat^onal 
ImquaJLLU-ZA o^ contact pfioblejm uxith iKicXAjon in eJiou>to6tcitic6 and {^ofL 
a wKz QznzAjal and new cZja&i oi va/iMitionaZ inzquaLititi), ConveAgznct 
0^ JtioZutAjom kavz atio been 6tadLzd. ChapteA V U, dzvotzd to thz 6tadij 
OjJ aJigofuMvmii oi qua^ivahJjotAjonal JintquaVJU.e.&. The. AeJ>uJLU obtaUnzd 
keAz genenaJLize. known Ke^ijJUU in tfiAJ, cuie,a. AlgofUthm JJOA. geneAoLczed 
voAMitlonaZ and gzneAoLLzzd qua^'ivoAAXutionaZ <neqaaJUJUzi> havz been 
&tadie,d in ChapteA l/I along with pAopeJvtie^ oi the i>et oi ^olutioni,. The 
main object oi ChapteA l/II i^ to .dtudy a notion oi voAiational inequality 
ioA iazzy mappings. In thiA, chapteA we have al&o obtained &ome inteAU-
ting Ae^ulti) conceAning iuzzy oJimo&t continuous and iuzzy wedkZy conti,-
nuooA muLti-iunctions. 
Most oi the AZiutti) oi this thesis have been pAesented in the Knnuai 
ConieAencesoi Indian Mathematijcal Society, Indian Science CongAes& Asso-
ciation and Symposia and Seminan. sponsored by UnlveAsiXy GAants Commission, 
GoveAnment oi India. Nine papeAS based on the AeseoAches contained in 
this thesis have been cormunijiate.d ioA. publication in VOAIOUS jouAnaZs 
and ioAmal zxceptanct ioA one oi these has aZAeady been received. 
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CHAPTER I 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. INTRODUCTION 
Many problems of physics and engineering can be written 
in the form of equations a(u,v) = f(v)/ where a(.,.) is a 
bilinear form on a Hilbert space H and f is a continuous 
linear functional on H. The result which gives existence and 
uniqueness of this equation, is known as Lax-Milgram lemma. 
A large nximber of boundary value problems can be written in the 
form of this equation (see for example, Bensoussan [ 9 ] , Ciarlet 
[22, 23], Duvaut and Lions [29], Friedman [34], Kinderlehrar and 
Stampacchia [50], Lions [52] and. Lions and Maglnes [53]). The 
existence and uniqueness of this problem was studied around 1954. 
Famous Italian mathematician G. Stampacchia initiated the study 
of inequalities of types 
u e K C H : a(u,v-u) ^  f(v-u), for all v e K. (1.1.1) 
These types of inequalities model several those classes of 
boundary value problems which could not be represented by the 
equation of Lax-Milgram lemma. These types of inequalities are 
known as voAUxitional Ajne.qualititi. The first fairly general theorem 
for existence and uniqueness of solution of these types of prob-
lems was proved by J.L. Lions and G. Stampacchia in 1967 which 
is known as Lions-Stampacchia theorem. Most of the problems of 
mechanics and physics have been formulated in the form of 
variational inequalities (see for example, Bensoussan and 
Lions [11], Duvaut and Lions [29], Glowinski [35, 36], (Slowinski, 
Lions and Tremolieres [37], Friedman [34], Kinderlehrar and 
Stampacchia [50] and Lions [52]). These types of inequalities 
have been studied in the setting of reflexive Banach spaces, 
topological vector spaces (see for example, Friedman [34], 
Kinderlehrar and Stampacchia [50], Browder [16, 17], Istratescu 
[44], Lin [51], Shih and Tan [81] and Tan [86]). If E^ is 
a finite dimensional subspace of H and Kj^  is a subset of 
H, then the problem of finding u^ e Kj^  such that 
^^^h'^h~^h^ — ^^^h~%^' ^°^ ^^^ ^h ^ ^ h' (1.1.2) 
is known as appfLoxMnate. vaAMvtLonaZ imquoLitij pfiobtam. If u is a 
solution of (1.1.1) and Uv is a solution of (1.1.2) then the 
evaluation of | Iu-Uy^ | | is known as the pfioblm oi ojviofi (Utmaixon. 
This has attracted the attention of a large number of scientists 
and engineers. The ineauality (1.1.]) has been aeneralized in 
different directions by taking multivalued mappings (see for 
examples, Aubin [1], Baiocchi and Capelo [6], Bensoussan and 
Lions [11], Browder [17], Chan and Pang [20], Cottle, Giannesse 
and Lions [25], Fang and Peterson [31], Mosco [59], Moor [67], 
Rockafellar [79], Saigal [80], Shih and Tan [81] and Tan [86]). 
By the iterative scheme we can obtain the approximate solution 
of variational inequalities which may converge to the exact 
solution of the problem of variational inequalities. A method 
amenable to computer analysis for finding the approximate solu-
tion of a variational inequality is called an algoKAJthm. In 
Chapters II to VI of this thesis, the properties related to 
multivalued mappings, error estimation and algorithms of varia-
tional inec^ ualities and their generalizations are studied. In 
Section 5.5 of Chapter V, strongly nonlinear quasicomplimen-
tarity problem has been studied and its relation with stronoly 
nonlinear quasivariational inequality has been established. In 
Chapter VII, a notion of variational ineauality in the settina 
of fuzzy mathematics has been investiqateci. 
In different sections of this chapter we discuss various 
notions which are essential for presentation of results in the 
subsequent chapters. Most of these notions and results are 
available in great detail in Aubin and Eke].and [2] , Berge [12] , 
Baiocchi and Capelo [6], Makarov and Rubinov [56], Smithson 
[84, 85], Kinderlehrar and Stampacchia [50], Friedman [34], 
Ciarlet [23], Zadeh [93], Chang [21], Azad [4] and Papageorgiou 
[76]. 
1.2. MULTIVALUED MAPPjri£.$,AMD-mElB PROPERTIES 
In the p r e s e n t s e c t i o n , we have c o l l e c t e d together tholie 
no t ions and r e s u l t s of mul t iva lued mappings which a r e used ijn 
subsequent c h a p t e r s . 
Let X and Y be two nonempty s e t s . A manpina F : X -> Y 
i s c a l l e d maUxvcLlazd or muJLtiiimcXion or po>int-to-i>tt i f for each 
X £ X, F(x) i s a nonempty subse t of Y. The OiKaph of F i s : 
G(F) = { (x ,y) e X X y /y e F ( x ) } . 
If A C X , then F{A) = (J F{x) and if B C Yr F"1(B) = {X e X/ 
xeA 
F(x) n B i^ (j)}, and F'^(B) = {X e X/F(x) C B}. 
A multivalued mapping F:X ->• Y is called qiMUl 6uAje,ctive. 
if F(X) = Y. If F^ and F2 are two multivalued mappings of X 
into Y, their union is the multivalued napping (F, U F^) of X 
into Y defined by 
(F^  U F2)U) = Fj(x) U Fjix). 
The iyitdJue-ction of F^ ^ and F2 i s t h e mul t iva lued mapnina (F, 0 P,^ 
of X i n t o y defined by 
(F^ n F2)(x) = Fj(x) n F 2 ( x ) . 
DEFINITION 1.2.1 [89] : Let X and Y be two tonoloaical spaces, 
Then a multivalued mapping F:X ->• Y is called: ' 
(i) uppeA Aeiru-contcnuooi (u.s.c.) if for each x E X and each 
open set V of Y containing F(x), there exists an open set 
U C X containing x such that 
F(x^) C V, for all XQ e U. 
( i i ) loweA •iemicoyitinuoiu ( l . s . c . ) i f for each x e X and open s e t 
V of y with F(x) D V -^ 4), t h e r e e x i s t s an open s e t U C X 
con ta in ing x such t h a t 
F(x^) n V ?4 (j), fo r a l l x^ e U. 
(iii) contLnuoiu if it is both l.s.c. and u.s.c* 
THEOREM 1.2.1 [12]: Let F:X -»- Y be a u.s.c. multivalued mapping 
and let {x } be a sequence in X such that x -> x and suppose 
that y^ e F(x ) where y ->• y. Then x e X, y e F(x) . 
DEFINITION 1.2.2 [31]: A subset S of X is said to be 6oUd< 
if the interior of S in X is not empty. 
Throughout in this thesis the notations Int (S) or S° anjd 
bdry (S) mean the interior of S and boundary of S, respectivily. 
I 
Also we denote the closure of S by S or C1(S). 
DEFINITION 1.2.3 [83]: A subset A of a topological space X 
is called cZopzn if it is open as well as closed. 
DEFINITION 1.2.4 [83]: A topological space X is said to be 
cxtAejimaZty dUconnzttzd if the closure of every open set is open. 
DEFINITION 1.2.5 [83]: A topological space X is said to be 
o-daneni^onaJi if its topology has a base consisting of clopen lets* 
DEFINITION 1.2.6 [84] : A multivalued mapping F:X -> Y is called 
monotone, (in the sense of Smithson) if F" (y) = {x E X/y e F(x) } 
is connected for each y e Y. 
DEFINITION 1.2.7 [83]: A subset A of a topological space X 
is called fizgulanly clo-bzd if A = Int A and fL^gutoAty optn if A*=Int A, 
DEFINITION 1.2.8 [83]: A topological space X is said to be 
aZmoit AzguZoA if for each x e X and regularly closed set A not 
containing x, there exists disjoint open sets U and V such 
that X e U and A C U. 
DEFINITION 1.2.9 [78]: Let X and V be two topological spaces 
and F:X ^ y be multivalued mapping. Then F is called: 
(i) oppeA aXjno&t contlnaoiu (u.a.c.) if for each x e X and each 
open set V C Y with F(x) C V, there exists an open set U d X 
containing x such that F(U) <S Int (V). 
(ii) ioweA aZmo6t continuoiu (l.a.c.) if for each x e X and each 
open set V C Y with F(x) H V ?4 <b, there exists an open set 
UCSX containing x such that F(U) 0 Int{V) ^ *. 
(iii) abno&t continaouJi if and only if it is both u.a.c. and l.a.c 
DEFINITION 1.2.10 [85]: Let F:X ^ Y be a multivalued mappiha 
from a topological space X into another topological space Y. Then 
( i ) F i s c a l l e d woAkly uppeA •i>em,continaovL6 ( w . u . s . c . ) i f for each 
X e X and each open s e t V of Y containing F ( x ) , there 
e x i s t s an open s e t V of X con t a in ing x such t h a t F(U)<^V. 
( i i ) F i s c a l l e d wzakZy louieA •i>zinicontinuoiu> ( w . l . s . c . ) i f for e^ch 
X e X and each open s e t V of Y wi th F(x) 0 V ?t ({), t he r^ 
e x i s t s an open s e t U of X con t a in ing x such t h a t 
F(U) n V ?i ((). 
(iii) F is called uomkZy contAMUOLL6 if and only if it is both 
w.u.s.c. and w.l.s.c* 
For examples and detailed properties of multivalued mappinas 
we refer to Aubin and Ekeland [2], Berge [12] , Dolezal [27], 
Makarov and Rubinov [56] and Smithson [84]. 
1.3. BASIC NOTIONS CONCERNING VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
Throughout in the present thesis we take H a Hilbert 
* 
space with its dual H whose norm and inner product are demoted 
by ||.|| and (.,.), respectively. We also denote by <.,.> the 
pairing betvzeen H and H. 
DEFINITION 1.3.1 [27] : Let A:H -* H* be a single-valued 
mapping. Then A is called: 
(i) Lip&clnltz coRtcnuooA if there exists a constant p > o such 
that 
I |A(U) - A(v) I I < p I |u-vl I, for all u,v e H. 
(ii) monotone, if for all u,v e H, 
<A(u) - A(v), u-v> >^  o. 
(iii) AtAlc^y monotonz if for all u,v e H, 
<A(u) - A{v), u-v> > o. 
(iv) 6tA.ongly monotom if there exists a constant y > o sucJ^  
that 
<A(u)-A(v), u-v> >^  Y i|u-vll^, for all u,v E H. 
(v) waxJjmZ monotoYiQ, if A is monotone and no other monotone 
mapping can properly contain A. 
Remark 1.3.1; Strongly monotonicity implies strict monotoriicity 
and strict monotonicity implies monotonicity. 
For examples and fundamental properties of monotone opera-
tors and related concepts we refer to Dolezal [27] and BreZis 
[14]. 
THEOREM 1.3.1 [50]: Let K be a closed convex subset of H. 
Then for each x e H there is a uniaue y e K such that 
IIx-y|I = inf I|x-z||. (1.3.1) 
zeK 
Remark 1.3.2 [50 ] : The p o i n t y s a t i s f y i n g (1 .3 .1 ) i s cal^led 
the pfiojZcJu.on of x on K and we w r i t e 
y = P j ^ . 
Throughout in the p r e s e n t t h e s i s we denote by P , t h e projec^tion 
of H on K. 
THEOREM 1.3.2 [50]: Let K be a closed convex subset of H. 
Then y = p x if and only if 
y £ K : (y,z-y) >_ (x,z-y),for all z e K. 
THEOREM 1.3.3 [50] : P„ is nonexpansive, that is, 
I 1^K^~^K^I ' - N^~"^ll' f°^ ^11 ^ '"^  ^  ^ ' 
I 
DEFINITION 1.3.2 [50] : A bilinear form a(.,.) !HxH-*-R 
is called: 
( i ) cozAeUM^z i f t h e r e e x i s t s a c o n s t a n t a > o such t h a t 
a ( v , v ) >_ a\\v\\^, f o r a l l v £ H. ( 1 . 3 . 2 ) 
( i i ) CQ>i'vUnuoa6 i f t h e r e e x i s t s a c o n s t a n t B > o such t h a t 
a ( u , v ) £ B | I u | | | | v | | , f o r a l l u , v e H. ( 1 . 3 . 3 ) 
PROBLEM 1 . 3 . 1 ; To f i n d u e K C H such t h a t 
a ( u , v - u ) >^  < f , v - u > , f o r a l l v e K, ( 1 . 3 . 4 ) 
o r . <T(u) ,v -u> >^  <f , v - u > , f o r a l l v c K, 
v;here f e H* and T:H ^ H* i s a c o n t i n u o u s l i n e a r mapp ing . 
T h i s p rob lem i s c a l l e d voAjjCutyionaJi inzqixaJLity p^ob£em and ineoula-
l i t y ( 1 . 3 . 4 ) i s c a l l e d a MaKlatA-Onal inzquoit-itij. 
The e x i s t e n c e of a u n i q u e s o l u t i o n of Problem 1 . 3 . 1 
h a s p r o v e d by L i o n s and S t ampacch i a [ 5 4 ] . 
I f K i s e q u a l t o t h e s p a c e H t h e n Problem 1 . 3 . 1 
becomes : 
10 
PROBLEM 1.3.2 [82]: To find u e H such that 
a(u,v) = <f/V>, for all v e K. (1.3.5) 
This problem is called vajUxvUonat pKoblzm, the solution of which 
is given by the Lax-Milgram lemma. 
If K is a point-to-set mapping from H into itself 
then problem of finding u e K(u) such that 
a(u/V-u) >_ <f,v-u>, for all v E K(U), (1.3.6) 
i s c a l l e d qu(Ui\)cxAJjCLtLonaJi inzqaaJUty ipKoblzm and i n e a u a l i t y ( 1 . 3 . 6 ) 
i s c a l l e d qtuuivoAyiivtLonal A.nzqaaJLity . For f u r t h e r d e t a i l we 
r e f e r t o Baiocchi and Capelo [ 6 ] . 
The fol lowing o b s e r v a t i o n s w i l l be kept in mind th rough-
out t h i s t h e s i s . 
I f a (u ,v) i s a cont inuous b i l i n e a r form on H, by t h e 
Riesz -Fr4che t r e p r e s e n t a t i o n theorem, we have 
a (u ,v) = <T(u),v> for a l l u ,v e H. (1 .3 .7 ) 
It has been shown that 1|T|| < B, see [66]. Finally, we define 
A , a canonical isomorphism from H* onto H by 
<f,v> = (Af,v), for all v e H, f e H*. 
Then llAlIjj* = 1 = llA-^ lljj. 
Let X be a reflexive Banach space with its dual X*, 
and denote by <.,.> the pairing between X* and X. 
IX 
DEFINITION 1.3.3 [34 ] : A,mapping f : P(f) C-X -^  X* i s 
c a l l e d kmlcontinaoiU) i f D( f ) , domain of f i s convex and 
for a l l U/V e D( f ) , t he mapping 
[ o , l ] 3 f ->-<f ( t u + ( l - t ) v ) , u-v> 
is continuous. 
THEOREM 1.3.4 [34]: Suppose that f:X -»• X* is monotone and 
hemicontinxious with X =D(f). Then for any closed bounded 
convex subset K of X there exists u e K such that 
<f(u), v-u> 2 °' for all V e K. (1.3.8) 
Inequality (1.3.7) is called va/Uationout InzqaaJLity. 
THEOREM 1.3.5 [34]: (i) If f is strictly monotone, then there 
exists at most one solution of (1.3.8). 
(ii) If f is strictly monotone and hemicontinuous and K 
is a closed bounded convex subset of X, then the variational 
inequality (1.3.8) has a unique solution. 
DEFINITION 1.3.4 [41]: A subset S of H is said to be 
iitaA 6hapzd if there exists a point x e S such that 
tx + (l-t)y e S, for all t e [o,l] and y e S. 
Such a point x is called AtoA point. 
Remark 1.3.3: Every convex set is a star shaped but the conv^se 
need not be true. 
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The set of all star points is called &taA Ktfinal and denoted 
by K(S). The star Kernal of a star shaped set is a convex set. 
DEFINITION 1.3.5 [41]: For a star shaped set S, let 
s = Sup inf {t e [o,1]/tx +(l-t)y e K(S)}, 
XQGK(S) yeS 
if s < 1> S is called p-^ opeA 6tan ^hapzd set and if s = o, 
S = K(S) that is, if s = o, then a star shaped set S is 
convex. 
Let a(.,.) be a coercive bilinear form on H, S C H 
closed proper star shaped set and f e H*. Let us consider 
the variational inequality: 
u e S, 
a(u+v, u-v) 2. 2<f,v-u> for all v £ S. (1.3.9) 
Inequality (1.3.9) is called variational inequality in the 
setting of star shaped sets. 
THEOREM 1.3.6 [41]: Let a(./.) be a coercive symmetric 
bilinear form, then the variational ineauality (1.3.9) admits 
at least one solution. 
Let H, be a finite dimensional subspace of H and K^^ 
a nonempty closed convex subset of H, . Then the app^ox^Mite 
voAAXLtionaZ inzqaaJiity pfioblam corresponding to Problem 1.3.1 is 
to find u. e K, such that 
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^^%'^h~%^ - *^^'^h~^h^' ^°^ ^^^ ^h ^ ^ h* (1.3.10) 
Let V be a Hilbert space with norm | . i| such that V =» H 
and H C + V . The space V will be identified with its dual. 
THEOREM 1.3.7 [30] ; Assiome that 
(T(u)-f) e V. 
Then there exists a constant C independent of the subspace 
H, and of the set K, such that 
|lu-u.|l <C( inf l|u-Vj^ l|2+|T(u)-fl lu-v. | + |T(u)-f|influ.-vl)^, 
^ ^ (1 .3 .11) 
where u and u. a r e s o l u t i o n s of (1 .3 .4 ) and ( 1 . 3 . 1 0 ) , 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
The appKoxMnate. vaxMvUjoncLi p/iobtm cor responding t o (1 .3 .5) 
i s t o f ind u, e H, such t h a t 
^^^h'^h^ "^  <f/Vj^>, for a l l v^ e U^. (1 .3 .12) 
If K = H then the error estimate of (1.3.11) reduces to 
C^a's Lemma 1.3.1 t23]: There exists a constant C independent 
upon the subspace H. such that 
llu-Uj^ ll 1 C inf ||u-Vj^ ll. (1.3.13) 
^h^ ^ h 
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l,^, GENERALIZED VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
Let F be a multivalued mapping on H into itself and 
let K be a subset of H. Then the problem of finding u e 1^  
such that 
(v,w-u) > o, for all w e K I 
I (1.4.1) 
and V e F{u) . ( 
i s c a l l e d ge.neAa£Xze.d voAMUXjonat imquaLity pKobizm. 
I f F i s a s i n g l e - v a l u e d mapping then (1 .4 .1) i s known as 
v a r i a t i o n a l i n e q u a l i t y . 
DEFINITION 1.4.1 [ 2 7 ] : Let F:H -^  H* be a mul t iva lued mapping. 
Then F i s c a l l e d : 
( i ) mono;Cone i f 
<u-v,x-y> >^  o for a l l u e F(x) and v e F(y) . 
( i i ) 6tAyLctly monotom i f 
<u-v,x~y> > o for a l l u e F(x) and v e F ( y ) . 
( i i i ) 4>t/whgZy monotom i f t h e r e e x i s t s a cons t an t YI > o such t h a t 
<u-v,x-y> >^  y^ i | x - y l l ^ , for a l l u e F(x) and v e F(y; 
(iv) max^imZ. monotom i f F i s monotone and no o t h e r monotone 
mul t iva lued mapping can p r o p e r l y con ta in F . 
DEFINITION 1.4.2 [ 3 1 ] : A subse t K of H i s c a l l e d contnjOLcyUhlz, 
i f t h e r e i s an x e K and a cont inuous func t ion g:K x [ o / l ] K, 
such t h a t 
g (x ,o) = x and g ( x , l ) = x^, for each x e K. 
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Now we state two theorems due to Saigal [80] and. Fang 
and Peterson [31]. 
THEOREM 1.4.1 [80]: Assume that 
(i) K is a nonempty, compact convex set in R ; 
(ii) F. is an u.s.c. multivalued mapping from K into R ; 
(iii) F(x) is a nonempty, compact, and contractible set in R 
for each x e K. 
•phen the generaUized variational ineauality problem has a solution 
THEOREM 1.4.2 [31]: Assume that 
(i) K is a nonempty, convex set in R ; 
(ii) F is maximal monotone multivalued mapping on K into R ; 
Then the solution set of the generalized variational inequality 
problem is convex. 
The following theorem given in [6], will be applied to prove 
Theorem 6.5.1. 
THEOREM 1.4.3; Let X be a normed space and let K be a 
nonempty compact convex set inX. If F:X->X is u.s.c. such 
that F(x) is closed convex, then F has at least one fixed 
point, i.e., there exists a point x e X such that x e F(x). 
1.5. FUZZY SETS 
In 1965, Prof. L.A. Zadeh first of all introduced the 
fundamental concept of fuzzy set in his classical paper [93]. 
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Following this Chang [21] introduced the notion of fuzzy topolbgy, 
Several other mathematicians also pursued their researches 
rigorously in this area (see for example [4], [49], [88], [90] ,[89] , 
[91], [92]). Azad [4] has investigated several fuzzy topologi^ -
cal concepts like, fuzzy semiopen sets, fuzzy semiclosed sets, 
fuzzy regular open sets and fuzzy regular closed sets. By using 
these concepts he has also studied some weaker forms of fuzzy 
continuity like, fuzzy semicontinuity, fuzzy almost continuity 
and fuzzy weak continuity. In Chapter VII, we generalize the^e 
notions of continuity for fuzzy multifunctions. In this section 
we mention various notions which are essential for the results 
obtained in Chapter VII. 
Let X be a set. A fuzzy set A in X is an element 
X ~ 
of [o,l] , i.e., a function A from X into [o,l]. The un-cOKf 
V A. for some index I (the inteAi>zctAj)n A A.) of a family 
iel ^ iel ^  
{A.} of fuzzy sets of X is defined to be the mapping sup A. 
(inf A.). For any two members A and B of [o,l] , A > B 
if and only if A(x) >^  B(x) for each x e X, and in this case A 
is said to be contain B or B is said to be containtd in A. S 
and 1 denote constant mapping taking whole of X to 0 and 1^ 
respectively. The complement A' of a fuzzy set A of X is 
i-A, defined by (1-A)(x) = 1 - A(x) for each x e X. 
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DEFINITION 1.5.1 [21 ] : A subfamily t7^ of [ o , l ] i s c a l l e d a 
iuzzy topology on X i f 
(i) 0 and 1 e Zf^] 
( i i ) any union of members of J j , i s in KJV\ 
( i i i ) a f i n i t e i n t e r s e c t i o n of members of tf^ i s in Ov' 
A s e t X with fuzzy topology J ' „ i s c a l l e d a ^uzzy topoloQicaZ 
Apacz ( f . t . s . ) . Members of tf^ a r e c a l l e d ^uzzy ope.n (P-open) 
s e t s of X and t h e i r complements iazzy cJLo&zd (or F-closed) eejbs. 
For a fuzzy s e t A of X, t h e cIoAuAe (A) (or ClA) and the 
IntzKlofi A° (or I n t A) of A a re def ined r e s p e c t i v e l y , as 
(A) = inf {B : B >^  A, B ' e cT^^}, 
and 
(A)° = sup {B : B £ A, B e ^ j ^ } . 
DEFINITION 1.5.2 [21]: A subfamily (^  o^ cT^  is called a boAe 
for cTjj if each member of cTj. is a union of some members of ^ 
DEFINITION 1.5.3 [21]: A subfamily <A of<S^ is called a mbba^e. 
for cTy if the collection of all finite intersections of members 
of ^ forms a base for u,,• 
We can generate a fuzzy topology oT^ . as follows: (Jj. 
consists of unions of finite intersections of members of a 
subfamily n^  of [o,l] . 
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DEFINITION 1.5.4 [21]: A fuzzy set A in a f.t.s. X is a 
F-neAjghbou^hood of a fuzzy set B if there exists a fuzzy open 
set C such that B £ C £ A. 
DEFINITION 1.5.5 [4]: A fuzzy set A of a f.t.s. X is called: 
(i) a iazzy K^guloA opzn &<iX of X if Int (A) = A, and 
(ii) a iazzy KZQidxvi dio&zd ieX of X if Cl{A)° = A. 
DEFINITION 1.5.6 [4]: A f.t.s. (X,ify.) is called a ^azzy .6ani-
fiZQuJLaA Apace if the collection of all fuzzy regular open setS 
of X forms a base for fuzzy topology ify,-
In 1985, Papageorgiou [78] has introduced the concept of 
fuzzy multifunctions. In this paper he has studied properties 
of continuity and measurability of such functions. He has also 
introduced linear fuzzy multifunctions and has studied their 
properties in the setting of fuzzy vector space. 
DEFINITION 1.5.7 [78]: Let (X,^) be an ordinary topological 
space and (Y, ^  ) be a fuzzy topological space. A mapping 
is called a iixzzy muZti^anctlon (F-multifu>ic-
tion) or ^uzzy maLUvaluQ.d if for every x e X, F(x) is a fuzzy 
set of Y. 
If F : X -»• Y is a F-multifunction and B is a fuzzy 
--1 ~+ 
set of Y. Then the inverses F and F are defined by 
F"^(B) = {X e X/ F ( X ) A B ^ ())}, 
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and 
F '^ (B) = {X e X / F ( X ) < B} . 
Let F . be a family of fuzzy m u l t i f u n c t i o n s from X irito 
Y. Then thz uyilon V F. i s a l s o a F -mul t i func t ion def ined by 
( V F ^ ) ( X ) = V F ^ C X ) , 
and the. lnteAi>zcXion f\ F. i s a l s o F -mul t i func t ion def ined by 
{ A F i ) ( x ) = A F ^ ( X ) . 
DEFINITION 1.5.8 [ 7 8 ] : Let F : ( X , ^ ) -^  (Y, ^y) be a F-mult i -
f unc t i on . Then 
( i ) F i s s a id t o be F-uppeA •imlcoyvUmwiu ( F - u . s . c . ) i f for 
every x e X and every F-neighbourhood B of F ( x ) , t h e r ^ 
e x i s t s U a neighbourhood of x such t h a t 
F(y) <_ B, for a l l y e U. 
( i i ) F i s sa id t o be F-lov)2A itZirUxLontinuou^ ( F - l . s . c . ) i f for 
every x e X and every B e ^ such t h a t F(x)A B ^ o, t h e t e 
e x i s t s a neighbourhood U of x such t h a t 
F(y)A B ?t 4,, for a l l y e U. 
CHAPTER II 
SLIGHTLY CONTINUOUS MULTIVALUED MAPPINGS 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Multivalued mappings have many diverse and interesting 
applications in control problems, variational inequalities/ 
network theory, mathematical programming, mathematical econoT 
mics and various branches of analysis. For applications of 
multivalued mappings we refer to [2], [3], [7], [27], [42] arjid 
[56]. Integration and differentiability of multivalued mappings, 
which are important notions have been studied by Aumann [3] and, 
Banks and Jacobs [7] respectively. The notion of continuity 
for multivalued mappings is introduced and studied by Whyburr> 
[89]. For a comprehensive account of multivalued mappings we 
refer to [2], [12], [27], [56] and [84]. Some weaker forms 
of continuity of multivalued mappings called aJbnoit conJUnaity 
and weafe dOYitiMuty were introduced by Smithson [85] and further 
pursued by Popa [77], [78]. Recently Singal and Jain [83] 
have studied the notion of slight continuity for single-valudd 
mappings. A single-valued mapping f on a topological space 
X into another topological space Y is called i>tiQhtly cort;tcnt|oai 
if for each x e X and each clopen neighbourhood V of f(x), 
there exists a neighbourhood U of x such that f(U)C V. 
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In this chapter we introduce the notion of slightly conti-
nuous for multivalued mappings and study various topological arid 
algebraic properties of this continuity which are extensions 
of the known results. 
2.2. DEFINITIONS AND TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES 
In this section we present some definitions and their 
characterizations. We also study various topological properties 
of the classes of functions introduced. 
DEFINITION 2.2.1; Let F:X ->• Y be a multivalued mapping from 
a topological space X into another topological space Y. Then 
F is called: 
(i) Ji,tlghtly upptfL 6zmlc.ontinuoiU> (s.u.s.c.) if for each x e X 
and each clopen subset V of Y with F(x) C V, there exists 
an open set U C X containing x such that F(U) C V. 
(ii) ^>U^htty lowzA Am^ontlmoiu (s.l.s.c.) if for each x e X 
and each clopen subset V of Y with F(x) D V ?t 4), there 
exists an open set U C X containing x such that 
F(U) D V ?i (^. 
( i i i ) •i^LCgktly aontinaoiu if and only i f i t i s both s . u . s . c . as 
well as s . l . s . c . 
Remark 2.2.1; (a) Every continuous multivalued mapping is almost 
continuous. 
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(b) Every almost continuous multivalued mapping is weakly 
continuous. 
(c) Every weakly continuous multivalued mapping is slightly 
continuous. 
But converse of these statements need not be true. 
Now we give a lemma which characterizes the definitions of 
s.u.s.c. and s.l.s.c* 
LEMMA 2.2.1; Let X and Y be two topological spaces and 
let F:X -»• Y be a multivalued mapping. Then 
(i) F is s.u.s.c. if and only if F~ (V) is a closed subset 
of X, for every clopen subset V of Y. 
(ii) F is s.l.s.c. if and only if F (U) is an open subset 
of X, for every clopen subset U of Y. 
The proof of this lemma is the same as that of u.s.c. and l.a.c. 
cases (see [12]) . 
COROLLARY 2.2.1; Let F;X -• Y be a multivalued mapping from 
a topological space X into another topological space Y. Then 
(i) F is s.u.s.c. if and only if F (V) is an open subset of 
X, for every clopen subset V of Y. 
(ii) F is s.l.s.c. if and only if F (U) is a closed subset 
of X, for every clopen subset U of Y. 
Proof; (i) Suppose that V is a clopen subset of Y and F 
is s.u.s.c. Then Y-V is clopen and F~ (Y-V) is closed. 
Since F"-^(Y-V) = X - F"'"(V). We have F"''(V) is open. 
Conversely, suppose that V is a clopen subset of Y, Then 
Y-V is clopen and F''"(Y-V) is open. Since F''"(Y-V) = X-F~''"(V). 
We have F (V) is closed. 
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The proof of (ii) is analogues to the proof of (i). 
COROLLARY 2.2.2; Let F:X -> Y be a multivalued mapping. Then 
F is slightly continuous if and only if F (V) or F (V) is 
clopen, for every clopen set V of Y. 
We give two examples to show that neither s.u.s.c. implies 
s.l.s.c. nor the converse true. 
EXAMPLE 2.2.1; Let X = {a,b,c,d} and Y = {x,y,z} be two 
topological spaces with topologies cT • {()), {d} , {a,c} , {a,c,d} ,X} 
and H = {<!)/{x}, {y}, {x,y} ,{y,z},Y} respectively. We define 
a multivalued mapping F;X ->• Y by 
F(a) = {y}, 
F(b) = {x,y,2}, 
F(c) = {y,z}, 
F(d) = {xl. 
Then F is slightly upper semicontinuous but not slightly lower 
semicontinuous. 
EXAMPLE 2.2.2; Let X = {a/b/C/d} be a topological space with 
topology dT = {(|),{a}, {a,b}/ {c,d}, {a,c,d},X} and let y= {x,y,z} 
be another topological space with topology "U. ={(j>/(x) , {y} , {y,2) ,{x/y}, 
Y}. Let F;X ^ Y be a multivalued mapping defined as 
F(a) = {x,y}, 
F(b) = {x}, 
F(c) = {z}, 
F(d) = {y,z}. 
Then F is slightly lower semicontinuous but not slightly 
upper semicontinuous. 
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Remark 2.2.2; (i) Every u.s.c. multivalued mapping is s.u.s.c. 
but converse is not true (see Example 2.2tl). 
(ii) Every l.s.c. multivalued mapping is s.l.s.c, but convartt 
is not true (seeExample 2.2.2), 
THEOREM 2.2.1; Let F:X •*• Y be a s.u.s.c. (s.l.s.c.) point 
connected quasi-surjective multivalued mapping f m a connected 
space X' into a space Y. Then Y is connected. 
Proof; Suppose that Y is not connected and V,, V_ are two 
disjoint nonempty clopen proper subsets of Y such that 
y = ^i U Vj. Now we define 
U^ = {x e X/F(x) C. V^}/ i = 1/2. 
Then U^ and U^ are open subsets of X, since F is s.u.s.c. 
and for every x e X, F(x) C V, or F(x) C.^2 ^®cause V^^ and 
Vj are disjoint set. This implies that X = U, U Uj since 
each F(x) is connected. Hence X is the union of two non-
empty disjoint open sets. Therefore X is not connected which 
is a contradiction. Thus, Y is connected. 
Note that if F(x) fl V^ ?t <(,, then F(x) C V^. Thus the 
proof for s.l.s.c. is identical. 
In the above theorem point connectedness is necessary, 
without this condition it is not correct. For example, let X 
be a connected space and Y be a space which is not connectec^ . 
Then the multivalued mapping F:X -^  Y defined by F(x) = Y 
for all X £ X is s.u.s.c. as well as s.l.s.c. but do not 
preserve connectedness. 
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DEFINITION 2.2.2; Let X and Y be two topological spaces, 
(i) A multivalued mapping F:X -»• Y is said to be clopan cZoi>zd 
if F(A) is closed in Y, for every clopen set A in X. 
(ii) F is cZope.n open if F(B) is open in Y, for every clppen 
set B in X. 
THEOREM 2.2.2; Let F;X ->• Y be a quasi surjective, clopen 
closed (clopen open), monotone (in the sense of Smithson) 
multivalued mapping. If A is a connected subset of Y, then 
F~ (A) is connected. 
Proof; Suppose that A is a connected subset of Y then A 
is clopen. Since (F~ )~ (A) =» F(A) and F is clopen closed 
implies F(A) is closed. Therefore F~ is s.u.s.c. Thug 
from the above theorem, F~ (A) is connected. 
THEOREM 2.2.3: Every quasi^surjective multivalued mapping 
F:X ->- Y from a topological space X into a connected space 
Y is slightly continuous. 
Proof; Since Y is connected implies that (j) and Y are only 
clopen sets of Y. Then F*" ((}>) = (}> and F~ (y) = X. But ^ 
and X are clopen sets in X which implies that F is 
slightly continuous. 
THEOREM 2.2.4; Let X and Y be two topological spaces. Then 
the multivalued mapping F;X -*• Y is s.u.s.c. (s.l.s.c.) if 
and only if the graph map G„:X -»- X x Y is s.u.s.c. (s.l.s.c). 
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Proof; Suppose that F is a s.u.s.c, multivalued mapping and 
that Gp(x)C. U X V, where U and V are clopen subsets of X 
and Y respectively. Since F is s.u.s.c, there is an open 
set W C U such that F(W) Q V. Thus, we have 
Gp(W) C U X V. 
Therefore, Gp is s.u.s.c.« 
Conversely, suppose that G_ is s.u.s.c. and that F(x) C V, 
F 
where V is a clopen subset of Y. Then Gp(x) C X x y so 
there exists an open set W with x e W such that 
Gp(W)C X X Y. Therefore F(W) Q V and hence F is s.u.s.c. 
THEOREM 2.2.5; Let F;X -> Y be a multivalued mapping from a 
topological space x into a o-dimensional space Y. Then F 
is u.s.c (l.s.c) if it is s.u.s.c. (s.l.s.c). 
COROLLARY 2.2.3: Let X be a topological space and Y be a 
o-dimensional space. Then every slightly continuous multivalued 
mapping F;X ->• Y is continuous. 
THEOREM 2.2.6; Let F;X -• Y be a S.U.S.C (s.l.s.c.) multi-
valued mapping from a topological space X into an extrenally 
disconnected space Y. Then F is upper almost continuous 
(lower almost continuous). 
The following lemma is required in the proof of this theorem. 
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LEMMA 2.2.2; Let F:X -»• Y be a w.u.s.c. (w.l.s.c.) multivallaed 
mapping and Y be an extremally disconnected space. Then F 
is u.a.c. (l.a.c.). 
Proof of the lemma; Let V be an open set of Y containing 
F(x), for every x E X. Since F is w.u.s.c, there exists a 
neighbourhood U of x such that F(y) Q V, for all y e U. 
Since Y is extremally disconnected space, V is open and 
therefore Int(V) = V. This implies that 
F(y) C Int(V) for all y e U. 
Therefore F is u.a.c.. 
Similarly we can prove for l.a.c 
Proof of Theorem 2.2.6; Let V be an open subset of Y con-
taining F(x), for every x e X. Then since Y is extremally 
disconnected, V is open and therefore clopen. Now F(x) C V 
and F is s.u.s.c. therefore there exists an open set U con*-
taining x such that 
F(y) C V, for all y e U. 
Therefore F is .w.u.s.c* Then by Lemma 2.2.2, F is u.a.c.t 
COROLLARY 2.2.4; Let F;X -»• Y be a s.u.s.c. (s.l.s.c) multi-
valued mapping from a topological space X into extremally 
disconnected regular space Y. Then F is u.s.c (l.s.c). 
Theorems 2.2.1, 2.2.3, 2.2.4, 2.2.5, 2.2.6 are extension of 
theorems by Singal and Jain [83] for multivalued mappings. 
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2.3. ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES 
From the definition of slightly continuous multivalued 
mapping, we can easily prove that composition of two slightly 
continuous multivalued mappings is again a slightly continuous 
multivalued mapping. But composition of two a.u.s.c. (s.l.s.c.) 
multivalued mappings need not be a s.u.s.c. (s.l.s.c). 
THEOREM 2.3.1i The union F • U F. of a family of s.l.s.c. 
iel ^ 
multivalued mappings F. ;X -• Y is also s.l.s.c. on X into Y. 
Proof; Let V be a clopen set in Y and each FJ be a 
s.l.s.c. Then 
F~^(V) = {x e X/F(X) n V 9^  4)} 
= {x e X/( U F.) (x) 0 V 5t 4,} 
iel 
= U FT^(V). 
iel ^ 
Since V is a clopen set and each F. is s.l.s.c. then FT (V) 
for each i e I, is an open set in X. But arbitrary union of 
open sets in open, we have U FT (V) is open. Therefora 
F = U F. is s.l.s.c* 
iel 
n 
THEOREM 2.3.2; The finite union F = U F. of a family of 
i=l ^  
s.u.s.c. multivalued mappings F. on X into Y is also a 
S.U.S.C* 
The proof of this theorem is same as the proof of Theorem 2.3.1. 
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THEOREM 2.3.3; The intersection F = f) F^ of a family of 
iel 
s.u.s.c. multivalued mappings FJ tX •*• Y iB also StU.B.c. 
multivalued mappings on X into Y. 
Proof; Suppose V be a clopen set in Y. Since 
F~^(V) = (nF.)~-^(V) = n F:^(V) 
iel iel 
and each F. is s.u.s.c, we have F" (V) is closed. Thete-
fore F is s.u.s.c* 
n 
THEOREM 2.3.4; The finite intersection F = fl F. of a family 
i=l ^  
of s.l.s.c multivalued mappings F.:X -^  Y is also s.l.s.c 
multivalued mapping on X into Y. 
The proof of this theorem is identical to the proof of Theorem 
2.3.3. 
THEOREM 2.3.5; Let Fj^ ;X ->• Y^ and F2:X -»• Y2 be two s.l.s.c 
multivalued mappings from a topological space X into topolo-
gical spaces Y, and Yj respectively. Then F;X -»• Y, ^ Yj 
defined by 
F(x) = F^(x) X F2(x) 
is s.l.s.c. multivalued mapping. 
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Proof; Let U, ^ Uj be a clopen set in Y, ^ Y, where U, 
U2 are clopen sets in Y^ and Yj respectively. Th$n and 
FT (U,) and F" (U-) are open sets in X. Now 
F'^(U^ X Uj) - {x e X/F(x) n (U^  X Uj) ^ *) 
Let V be a clopen set in Y^  x y Then V = where U 
is of the form U x u^ . Then F"-^(V) = F"-^(L/U ) = UF"-^(U ) 
Therefore F~ (V) is open. Hence F is s.l.s.c 
CHAPTER in 
ERROR ESTIMATES FOR VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
Variational inequalities are effective tools for studying 
the existence of solution of constrained problem arising in 
mechanics, optimization, optimal control and several other bran-
ches of science and engineering. Duvaut and Lions [29] have 
formulated most of the problems of physics and engineering in 
the form of variational inequalities. Error estimate and conver-
gence are the powerful tools to analyse the solution ot problem 
occuring in different domains. Lax-Milgram lemma [50(a)1 pro-
vides the existence and uniqueness of solutions of a fairly 
large class of boundary value problems. Cea's lemma [23] provides 
error estimation for variational problems (Problem in Lax-Milgram 
lemma). Cea's lemma has been generalized in different directions, 
for example Aubin-Nitsche lemma. First Strang lemma, and Second 
Strang lemma [23]. R.S. Falk [30] deals with a fairly general 
abstract error estimate for variational ineaualities in the 
setting of Hilbert spaces. For further details of error estima-
tion and their convergence we refer to celebrated monographs of 
Glowinski and Glowinski etal [36, 37] and Ciarlet [23]. In 1984, 
a Chinese mathematician Guo Youz Hong [41] has studied varia-
tional inequalities in the setting of star shaped sets. 
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The main object of this chapter is to obtain the ei^ ror 
estimates for variational inequalities in the setting of ref-
lexive Banach spaces and star-shaped sets, which include several 
known results. 
3.2. ERROR ESTIMATES FOR VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES IN 
THE SETTING OF REFLEXIVE BANACH SPACES 
Let X be a real reflexive Banach space with its dual 
X*, and denote by <.,.> the pairing between X* and X. Let 
K be a bounded closed convex subset of X, and let f:X •+ X* 
be strongly monotone with constant Y > o, and hemicontinuous. 
Then there exists an element u e K (cf. Theorem 1.3.4) such tha' 
<f(u), v-u> >, o, for all v e K (3.2.1) 
If f is strictly monotone then the solution is uniaue (see 
Theorem 1.3.5). 
Let Xj^  be a finite dimensional subspace of X and let 
Kj^  be a bounded closed convex subset of X. . Then the appfioxi-
mate. voAMuUomZ XnzqaatUy pKoblm is to find n^ e K, such t^at 
<f (Uj^ ) ,Vj^ -Uj^ > >_ o, for all Vj^  e K^ .^ (3.2.2) 
This approximate variational inequality problem has a solution 
Uj^  (cf. Theorem 1.3.4) . 
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Now in the main result of this section we estimate the 
error between the exact solution of variational ineauality 
(3.2.1) and the approximate solution i.e. solution of (3.2>2). 
THEOREM 3.2.1; Let u and Uj^  be the solutions of (3.2.1) 
and (3.2.2) respectively. Then 
llu-uj^ ll 1 (C, inf l|v.-ull + C2 inf |lv-Uj^||)^, 
where C-, and Cj are two constants independent of the sub-
space X, and of Kj^ . 
Proof; By (3.2.1) and (3.2.2), we have 
<f(u), v-u> >^  o for all v e K 
and 
<f (Uj^ ) ,v,-u. > ^  o for all v, e K^. 
Adding these two inequalities, we get 
<f(Uj^ ),Uj^ > + <f(u),u> £ ^^(%^'"^h^ "*" <F(^)'V>. (3.2.3) 
Subtracting <f(u,,u> + <f(u),u, > from both the sides of (3.2.3), 
we get 
<f(Uj^),U,> + <f(u),U> - <f(Uj^),U> - <f(u),U,> _< <f(Uj^),Vj^> + 
+ <f(u),v> - <f(Uj^ ),u> - <f(u),u.> 
or <f(u),U-Uj^> - <f (Uj^ ) ,U-Uj^> £ <f(Uj^), Vj^-U> + <f(u),V-U.>. 
Since f is strongly monotone, there exists y > o such that 
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or 
Y| \^-%\ Ml M^ I Ivj^ -ul 1 + M2 I |v-Uj^ | I for some positive 
constants M^ and M,. 
or 
^-%\\' 1 ^ iivh-uii+^ \\v-u^\ 
or 
l|u-uj^ ll 1 (C^ inf ||vj^ -ul| + 0 - inf |lv-u.l|)^, 
M^ M 
where C, = — and C~ = — . 
1 7 2 Y 
3.3. ERROR ESTIMATES FOR VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES IN 
THE SETTING OF STAR SHAPED SETS 
Let H be a Hilbert space with its dual H*, whose norm 
and inner product are denoted by 11.11 and (.,.) respectively. 
The pairing between H* and H is denoted by <.,.>. Let 
a(u,v) = <TU/V>, T:H -> H* being continuous linear operator, 
be a coercive symmetric bilinear form on H, SC,^ closed proper 
star shaped set and f e H*. Let us consider the voAMitlonaZ 
inaqaatity problem: Find u e S such that 
<T(u+v),u-v> >_ 2 <f,v-n>, for all v e S (3.3.1) 
or u e S such that 
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<T u -f,v-u> + 2/ifg\ <T(v-u) ,v*-u*> >_ o, for all v E S, 
where (.)* = (.) + s(u*-(.)) e K(s), usually r - 1. 
Note that in the case of s = o, S = K is closed convex set 
and o _< r _< l,and (3.3.1) takes the form: Find u e S such that 
<T u -f,v-u> _> o, for all v e S, for s = r = o (3.3,2) 
or 
a(u,v-u) >^  <f,v-u>, for all v e S. (3.3.2') 
The existence of solution of (3.3.1) and (3.3.2') have been proved 
by Guo Youz Hong [41] and Lions and Stampacchia [54], respectively* 
R.S. Falk [30] deals with the abstract error estimation for varia-
tional inequalities of type (3.3.2*). 
Let H. be a finite dimensional subspace of H and S^ b^ 
a nonempty closed proper star shaped subset of H, . Then the 
appKoxAjnatz voAAjoutLonal imquatlty pKobtm is to find u, e S^ ^ such th^t 
a(Vj^ +Uj^ ,Vj^ -Uj^ ) >_ 2 <f/Vj^ "Uj^ >/ foi^  all Vj^  e S^. (3.3.3) 
This approximate problem has a solution (see [41]). 
THEOREM 3.3.1; If u and u. are unique solutions of (3.3.1) 
and (3.3.3), respectively. Then there exist constants C and C *• 
such that 
I lu-uj^ l I <(^ I iTv-f I 1 I Iv| I + f I |Tu-f I 1 1 \u^\ 1+ i| iTVj^ -f I I I Ivj^ l 1 
+ C inf ||u-Vj^|| + C inf ||v-u||)*^. (3.3.4; 
Vj^ eSj^  veS 
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P roof ; S i n c e a ( . / . ) i s c o e r c i v e , t h e r e e x i s t s a c o n s t a n t 
a > o such t h a t 
oil lu -u j^ l |2 < a{u-uj^ , u-Uj^) 
= a ( u , u ) - 2a(u,Uj^) + a{uj^,Uj^). 
S i n c e 
a ( u , u ) ± a ( v , v ) - 2 < f , v - u > 
and 
we have 
a 1 1 u-Uj^ 1 I 2_< a ( v , v ) - 2 < f ,v -u> - 2 a (u,Uj^)+a(Vj^,v^)-2<f ,Vj^-u^> 
= <Tv,v> - 2 < f , v - u > -2 <Tu,Uj^> + <TVj^,Vj^>-2<f,Vj^-Uj^> 
= <Tv,v> - 2 < f , v > +2 <f ,u> - 2 <Tu,u. > + 
+ <Tv, ,v , > -2<f,Vj^> +2<f,Uj^> 
= <Tv-2f ,v> - 2 < T u - f , u ^ > + <TVj^-2f,Vj^> +2 <f ,u> 
= <Tv-f ,v> - 2 < T u - f , u , > + <TVj^-f,Vj^> + < f , u - v ^ > -
- <f ,v> + <f ,u> 
= <Tv-f ,v> -2<Tu-f,Uj^> + <TVj^-f,Vj^> + <f,\i-Vu>+ <f ,u -v^ 
< | l T v - f l | | l v | K 2 l | T u - f | l | |U j^ l | + l lTVj^-f | | l lvj^l l + 
+ . C | | u - V j ^ | | + C ' | | u - V | | . 
T h e r e f o r e , 
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1^ 1 I — ^ 1 1 I I . . I I . 2 I | „ „ _ ^ | I I I , , i i x 1 
u - u . l l < ( i | | T v - f | | | | v l | + ^ | | T u - f | | Muj^M+ ;|MTVj^-fM Mv^l 
+C inf ||u-Vj^ll + C inf Mv-uU)^. 
Remark 3.3.1; If S = H then Tv-f = o and Tu-f = o, with 
the obvious choice S, = H^, the error estimate of (3.3.4) 
reduces to the familiar error estimate of Cea's Lemma 1.3.1. 
CHAPTER IV 
ALGORITHMS FOR VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
t\,l, INTRODUCTION 
The general problem of equilibrium of elastic bodies in 
contact with rigid foundation on which frictional forces are 
developed is one of the most difficult problem in solid mechanics. 
The complete study of the boundary value problem arising in the 
formulation of Signorini problem with friction is an interesting 
problem both in mechanics and mathematics point of view. Oden and 
Pires [75] have shown that the Signorini problem with nonlocal 
friction in elastostatics can be characterized by a class of 
variational inequalities. It should be remarked that the formu-
lation of such problems as variational inequalities were origi-
nally investigated by Duvaut and Lions [29], but they were unable 
to prove the existence of solutions of such problems except in 
special cases. In 1983, M.A. Noor [66] has proved the existence 
and uniqueness of such problems. Iterative method is a power-
ful technique to obtain the numerical solution of variational 
inequalities. Glowinski [36], Glowinski, Lions and Tremolieres 
[37], Noor [63] and, Noor and Noor [74] have used this technique 
for obtaining the numerical solutions of variational inequali-
ties and proved that these solutions converge to the exact solu-
tions. Recently, Noor [71] has proved the existence of a unique 
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solution of a more general and new class of variational inequa-
lities of which the previously known classes are special cases. 
For the details of such type of problems we refer to Oden and 
Pires [75], Duvaut and Lions [29] and Noor [71]. 
In this chapter we develop the algorithms to obtain the 
approximate solutions of variational inequalities of contact 
problems with friction in elastostatics and for a more general 
and a new class of variational inaaualitiest We alio prove that 
the approximate solution of these problems converge to the exaot 
solutions and consider several special cases of our results. 
4.2. AN ITERATIVE METHOD FOR A CLASS OF VARIATIONAL 
INEQUALITIES OF CONTACT PROBLEMS WITH FRICTION 
IN ELASTOSTATICS 
Let K be a nonempty closed convex subset of a Hilbert 
space H and a(u/V) be a COQACJMQ. and continuom bilinear form 
on H, that is,there exist constants a > o, g > o such that 
a(v,v) >_ a] |v| |2, for all v e H (4.2.1) 
and 
a(u,v) £ Bl|u|| ||v||, for all u,v e H. (4.2.2) 
In particular, it follows that a <_ Q. 
Now, let the form b:H x H -• R satisfy the following 
properties; 
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(i) b(u,v) is tinMA in the first argument. (4.2.3 (a)) 
(ii) b(u,v) is boundzd, that is,there exists a constant v > o 
such that 
b(u,v) <_ vjlull llvll, for all u,v e H. (4.2.3) 
PROBLEM 4.2.1; For given f e H*, find u e K such that 
a(u,v-u)+b(U/V)-b(u,u) >^  <f/V-u>, for all v e K. (4.2.4) 
The variational inequality (4.2.4) characterizes the Signorihi 
problem with non-local friction. For physical and mathematical 
formulation of the above inequality (4.2.4) , see Oden and Pirea 
175] and Noor [66]. 
Now we make the following hypothesis: 
CONDITION N; We assume that v < a, where a is the coercivity 
constant of a(u,v) and v is the boundedness constant of the 
form b(u,v). 
We now give the following algorithm for obtaining the 
approximate solution of the Problem 4.2.1 and then prove that 
the approximate solution u obtained from this algorithm Con-
verges strongly to u, the exact solution of Problem 4.2.1. 
ALGORITHM 4.2.1; For any given u £ K, compute 
%+l " ^ K ^ ^(Uj^), (4.2.5) 
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where "^'(u ) e H* and 
(4.2.6) 
for some positive constant C-
THEOREM 4.^.1; Let a(U/V) be a coercive and continuous bilij-
near form on H and the form b:H x H -> R satisfies condition 
(i) and (ii) . If Condition N holds, u and u _^, are solutions 
of (4.2.4) and (4.2.5), respectively, then 
u , converges to strongly to u in H, (4.2.7) 
for o < ^ < .2i«Z^ and K < f. 
We need the following lemmas for the proof of this theorem. 
LEMMA 4.2.1; The solution of Problem 4.2.1 is equivalent to the 
solution of 
u = Pj^  A4)(u) , (4.2.8) 
where (j)(u) e H* and 
<<()(u),v> = (u,v)-^a(u,v)-^b(u,v)+^<f,v> for all v e H, (4.2.9) 
for some positive constant E,. 
LEMMA 4.2.2; Let ^ be a number such that o < C < ^^°^"^^ and 
^ < —. Then there exists a 9 with o < 6 < 1 such that 
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1 |(|)'(uj)-())(u2) 1 1 1 e ||u^-U2ll, for all u^^Uj e H, (4,2,10) 
wh«r« for u e H, ^{\x) e H* la dttflnad by (4.2,9) and 
Proof of Lemma 4.2.1; Let u be a solution of Problam 4.2.1/ 
that is 
a(u,v-u)+b(u,v)-b(u,u) - <f,v-u> >^  o. 
This implies that 
-5a(u,v)+Ca(u,u)-5b(u,v)+5b(u,u)+C<f•v> -E,<f,\x> + 
+ (U,V) - (M,U) - (U/V-U) <^  O 
or 
<(()(u),v> - <(t)(u),u> - (u,v-u) <_ o 
or 
<((»(u),v-u> _< (u,v-u) 
or 
(u-A({)(u) ,v-u) >^  o. 
Hence by Theorem 1.3.2/ u is a solution of (4.2.8). 
Conversely, suppose that u is a solution of (4.2*) then by 
Theorem 1.3.2, we have 
(u-A(()(u) , v-u) >^ o. 
It can be shown with the help of this relation that u Is a 
solution of Problem 4.2.1. 
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The proof of Leimna 4.2.2 is similar to the proof of Lemma 1 [66] 
Proof of Theorem 4.2.1; Since u e K satisfying (4.2.4) is 
also a solution of u = P-.A(j>(u) and conversely, in view of 
Lemma 4.2.1, we have 
Therefore 
_< ||A(j)(u^ ) -A(()(u)||, by Theorem 1.3.3 
£ I I 4.(u^) - <})(u) I I 
£ 6 I Iu -uI 1, by Lemma 4.2.2, 
B'-v 
and ^ < - by Condition N. 
By iteration, we get 
Mu„^i-uU 1 e" llu^-ull. 
since 0 < 1, we find that u ^, converges strongly to u in H, 
It may be observed that the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2.1 
ensures the existence of a unique solution. 
Remark 4.3.1; If we restrict the dependence of the form b(u,v) 
to its second variable only, that is, if b(u,v) = j(v), then 
Problem 4.2.1 becomes: 
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For given f E H*, find u e K such that 
a(u,v-u)+j(v)-j(u) >_ <f,v-u>, for all v E K, (4.2.11) 
a problem originally considered and investigated by Duvaut and 
Lions [29]. The convergence of approximate solution to the 
exact solution of this problem has been considered by Glowinfeki, 
Lions and Tremolieres [37]. 
M.3. ALGORITHM FOR GENERAL NONLINEAR VARIATIONAL 
INEQUALITIES 
Recently, M.A. Moor [71] has considered the following more 
general variational inequality problem: 
PROBLEM 4.3.1; Find u e K such that 
a(u,v-u)+b(u,v)-b(U/U) 2. <A(u),v-u>, for all v e K, (4.3.1) 
where A is a nonlinear operator such that A(u) e H*. 
Inequality (4.3.1) is called mofie. QonoAaZ \jcuujCutioncit intqaaJUXy of 
which (1.3.4)/ (4.2.4) and (4.2.11) are special cases. For 
physical and mathematical formulation of the ineauality (4.3.1), 
see Noor [71], and references therein. 
Now we give an algorithm for obtaining the approximate 
solution of more general variational inequality (4.3,1). 
ALGORITHM 4.3.1; For any given u e K, compute 
%+l " ^K ^*<%) ' (4.3.2) 
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where <)'(u) £ H* and 
for all v^ e H, (4.3.3) 
for some positive constant C. 
We need the following hypothesis. 
CONDITION A; We assume that v + p < a, where a is the coercivity 
constant of a(u,v), v is the boundedness constant of the form 
b(u,v) and p is the Lipschitz constant of the nonlinear 
operator A. 
In the next theorem we prove that the approximate solution 
u obtained from the iterative scheme (4.3.2) converges strongly 
to u, the exact solution of (4.3.1). 
THEOREM 4.3.1; Let K be a closed convex subset of a Hilbert 
space H and a(u,v) be a coercive continuous bilinear foinm 
on H, the form b:H x H ->• R satisfies (i) and (ii) , and A 
be a Lipschitz continuous. If Condition A holds, u and u i 
are solutions of (4.3.1) and (4.3.2), respectively, then 
^^^l •* u strongly in H, (4.3.4) 
for some positive constant ^. 
We need the following lemmas for the proof of this theorem. 
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LEMMA 4.3.1; The solution of Problem 4.3.1 is eauivalent to 
finding u e K such that 
u = Pj^  A(()(u) , (4.3.5) 
where <!) (u) e H* and 
{A(j)(u) ,v) =<(j){u) ,v>=(u,v)-^a(u,v)-5b(u,v)+^<A(u) ,v>, for all v E H, 
(4.3.6) 
for some positive constant E,. 
Proof; It is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.2.1. 
LEMMA 4.3.2; There exists a 9 with o < 9 < 1 such that 
I l(|)(u^ )-(i)(U2) 1 I 1 el|u^-U2ll, for all u^,U2 e H, (4.3.7) 
where for u e H, (J)(u) e H* is defined by (4.3.6) and 
e = (l-^a+^v+Cp) < 1. 
Proof; For all u,,u_ e H, we consider 
<(|)(Uj^ ) ,u^-U2>=(Uj^,Uj^-U2)-^a(Uj^,Uj^-U2)-^b(Uj^,Uj^-U2)+^<A(Uj^) ,u^-U2> 
(4.3.8) 
and 
<({)(U2) ,Uj^-U2>=(u2,u^-U2)-Ca(u2/Uj^-U2)-Cb(u2/U^-U2)+5<A(u2) ,u^-U2>. 
(4.3.9) 
Subtracting (4.3.9) from (4.3.8), we get 
<(f) (u^) -(j) (U2) ,Uj^-U2>=(u^-U2f u^-U2) -^a (u^-Uj/U^-Uj) -Cb(u^-U2/Uj-U2) + 
+ <^A(Uj^ -^ A(u2) ,Uj-U2>. 
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By coercivity of a(.,.) and boundedness of b(.,,), we hav^ 
+E, <A(u^)-A(u2)/U^-U2>. 
B Lipschitz coi^tinuity of A, we get 
+ ^p|Iu^-U2lI' 
= (l-^a+^v+Cp) I |u^-U2l 1^ 
T .erefore, 
l<(t)(u^ )-4)(\i2),u^ -U2>| 1 (l-?a+Cv+^p) ||u^-U2ir. 
^ jw, 
I U(u^)-*(Vi ) I I = Sup i ^ i — ^ 
(Uj^-U2) eH 
^1-^2 
(l-?a+Cv+Cp) llu^-U2 
U1-U2 
= (1-Ca+Cv -KP ) I|u^-U2l1 
lence 
I I*(u^ )-(j.(u2) I 1 1 el |u^-U2l |, 
^here 6 = (l-^ bt +?v +^p ) < 1 by Condition A. 
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Proof of Theorem 4.3.1; Since u e K satisfying (4.3.1) is also 
a solution of (4.3.5) and conversely, we get 
Therefore 
<_ I I A4)(u )-A())(u) I 1 , by Theorem 1.3.3 
< l|<),(u^)-Mu)|| 
£ e I 1 u -u 1 I , by Leimna 4.3.2. 
Now by iteration, we get 
l|u„^i-ul| < e^ ||u^-u|I. 
since 6 < 1, we find that u i ^ u strongly in H. 
Remark 4.3.1; (a): If A(u) is independent of u, that is 
A(u) = f, then inequality (4.3.1) becomes; 
u e K; a(u,v-u)+b(u,v)-b(u,u) >^  <f,v-u> for all v e K, 
and Theorem 4.3.1 is similar to Theorem 4.2.1. 
(b): If b(u,v) = o and A(u) = f'(u), where f' is the Fr^chet 
differential of a nonlinear Frechet differentiable functional, 
then Theorem 4.3.1 reduces to a theorem of Noor and Noor [74]. 
CHAFTER V 
ALGORITHMS FOR QUASI VARIATIOMAL INEQUALITIES 
5.1. INTRODUCTION 
Variational inequalities are a very powerful tool of the 
current mathematical technology. The field of variational 
inequalities has become a rich source of inspiration for 
scientists and engineers. There are several standard text books 
and monographs dealing with various aspects of this domain. One 
can find a fairly complete bibliography in Siddiqi [82]. Varia-
tional inequalities have been extended and generalized to study 
a wide class of problems in many different fields. Quasi varia-
tional inequalities are the extended form of variational inequa-
lities in which the convex set does depend upon the solution. 
These were introduced and studied by Bensoussan, Goursat and 
Lions [10] . For further details we refer to Bensoussan and 
Lions [11], Baiocchi and Capelo [6], Mo SCO [59] and Bensoussan 
[9]. At the same time when variational inequalities were 
introduced, Cottle [24] considered complementarity problems and 
proved the existence of their solutions. The complementarity 
problems play a very important role in general equilibrium 
theory, economics, management sciences and operations research. 
It has been shown by Karamardian [47], that if the convex set 
involved in a variational inequality problem and complementarity 
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problem is a convex cone, then these problems are equivalent. 
The complementarity problems have been extended in many different 
directions by Noor [68, 70], Dolcetta [26] and Isac [43]. Thesa 
extensions are called qacu>l[Ajmpti(uX] complimtYitaJUtij phobinjM and 
tnltdty nontinzoA complmzntaAJXy pH.obtm&. In fact, variational inequa-
lity problems are more general than the complementarity problems 
and induce these as special cases. M.A. Noor has generalized 
variational inequalities to study a wide class of problems 
occuring in various fields. They are known as \)<vuajUjomt AAzqua-
UJUizJi ion contact pfioblcm, QdYicMJi nontineAA. voJujxtioYwJi .IncquiatitLu, and 
•btAongly nonULnexui sxxxiational inzqaoLiUu (see [66], [71], [64]). 
In Chapter IV, we have considered variational inequalities for 
contact problems and general nonlinear variational ineaualities, 
and proved that the approximate solution obtained by the algo-
rithms converge to the exact solution.The same type of result for 
strongly nonlinear variational inequalities have also been 
proved by Noor [64]. 
In this chapter, we define quasi variational inequalities 
corresponding to variational inequalities for contact problems, 
general nonlinear variational inequalities, strongly nonlinear 
variational inequalities, and also define quasi complementarity 
problem corresponding to strongly nonlinear variational inequa-
lity problem. We develop the algorithms for these problems 
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which include known results as special cases and prove that the 
approximate solutions obtained by these algorithms converge to 
the exact solutions respectively. In the last section it has 
been shown that our quasicomplementarity problem and quasivaria-
tional inequality problem are equivalent if the convex set 
involved in our quasi variational inequality formulation is 
convex cone. 
5.2. AN ITERATIVE SCHEME FOR A CLASS OF QUASI 
VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
Throughout in this chapter we use the terminology of 
Chapter IV. 
If the convex set K depends upon the solution, then the 
inequality (4.2.4) becomes a quasivariational inequality. More 
precisely, given a point-to-set mapping K from H into itself 
then qu<u^ voAMitionat inzqaatUy pAoblejm is to find u e K(u) such 
that 
a(u,v-u)+b(u,v)-b(u,u) >_ <f,v-u>, for all v e K(u) . (5.2.1) 
In many important applications, the set K(u) is of the 
form 
K(u) = m(.u)+K, (5.2.2) 
where m is a point-to-point mapping and K is a closed 
convex set [59, 67]. 
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Special Cases; 
(1) If K(u) is independent of u» that is K(u) = K, 
then inequality (5.2.1) becomes (4.2.4) which characterizes 
fluid flow through porous media and Signorini problems, see[6,66]. 
(II) If the form b(.,.) is zero, then the quasi varia-
tional inequality (5.2.1) reduces to (1.3.6). 
Remark 5.2.1 [67]: If K(u) is of type (5.2.2), then for any 
u and V, 
Pj^ ^^ jV = m(u) + Pj^ (v-m(u)) . (5.2.3) 
Now we make the following hypothesis. 
CONDITION H; We assume that v < a, where a and v are coercivity 
and boundedness constants of a(.,.) and b(.,.) , respectively. 
Now we give an algorithm to obtain the approximate 
solution of (5.2.1). 
ALGORITHM 5.2.1; For any given Up e K(u^), compute 
%+!= in(u^ ) + Pj^ (A(f.(u^ )-m(u^ )), (5.2.4) 
where m is a point-to-point mapping, (j)(u) e H* and 
(A(l)(u^ ) ,v^ )=<4)(u^ ) /%>=(%'V^)-Ca(u^,v^)-^b(u^,v^)+C<f ,v^ > (5.2.5) 
for all v e K(u ), 
for some positive constant ^. n n 
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V7e will prove that the approximate solution obtained from 
the iterative scheme (5.2.4) converges strongly to the exact 
solution of (5.2.1) . 
THEOREM 5.2.1; Let a(u,v) be a coercive, continous bilinear 
form and b(u,v) , the form, satisfying (4.2.3(a)) and (4.2.3). 
Also, let K(u) be defined as (5.2.2) and m be a Lipschitz 
continuous with Lipschitz constant y. If condition H holds, 
and u and u ,, are solutions of (5.2.1) and (5.2.4), res-
n+i 
pectively, then 
u , converges strongly to u in H, (5.2.6) 
for o< K< ^-^^^ , 5 < i and y < 't^d^^^f-^o)-^vq . 
For the proof of this theorem, we need the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 5.2.1; For K(u) given by (5.2.2), u e K(u) satisfies 
(5.2.1) if and only if 
u = m(u)+Pj^ (A(j)(u)-m(u)) , (5.2.7) 
where (|)(u) e H* and 
<())(u) ,v>=(u,v)-5a(u,v)-5b(u,v)+C<f ,v>, for all v e K(u), (5.2.8) 
for some positive constant E,. 
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Proof; By using Lemma 4.2.1/ u e K(u) satisfies (5.2.1) is 
equivalent to finding u e K(u) such that 
(u-A(t)(u) ,v-u) ^ o, for all v e K(u). 
Thus the problem of finding u E K(U) satisfying (5.2.1) is 
equivalent to finding u e K(u) such that 
u = P^ , .A<{)(u) by Theorem 1.3.2 
•K \U; 
= m(u) + Pj^  (A(})(u) - m (u)) . 
Proof of Theorem 5.2.1; Since u e K(u) satisfies (5.2.1) if 
and only if it satisfies (5.2.7), we obtain 
Uj^^j-u = m(u^)+Pj^(A(j>(u^)-m(u^))-m(u)-Pj^(A())(u)-m(u)) . 
Hence by using Theorem 1.3.3 and Lemma 4.2.2, we get 
ll%+l-u|| 1 I |in(u^)-m(u) I l + l lA(|)(u^ )-n(u^ )-A(j)(u)+m(u) I I 
£ 1 |m(u^)-m(u) 1 1 + 1 |m(u^)-in(u) I | + | | A* (u^ )-A(j)(u) | ] 
£ 2] |m(u^)-m(u) | | + | | (J; (u^ )^-cj) (u) ] | 
< 2v i | | u^ -u | l+ e | | u ^ - u | | 
= (2y+e) I ju^-uj | , 
where (2y+e) < 1 for o < r < i i ^ : ! ^ , ? < - and 
^-Y(H-£:^B'-£a)+v£) ^  y < 2 
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Repeating this relation n-times, we get 
llu^+1-ull < (2y+e)^ llui-ull. 
Since (2y+e) < 1, we find that u^^^ converges strongly to u 
in H. 
We also note that the hypotheses of Theorem 5.2.1. gua-
rantees the existence of a unique solution of (5.2.1). 
Remark 5.2.2; (a): If K(u) is independent of u, that is 
K(u) = K, which implies that the point-to-point mapping is 
zero, then the Lipschitz constant y is zero and Theorem 5.2.1 
is exactly the same as Theorem 4.2.1. 
(b): If the form b(u,v) is zero which implies that the cons-
tant 6 is zero, then Theorem 5.2.1 is similar to Theorem 3.2 
[66] . 
5.3. AN ALGORITHM FOR GENERAL NONLINEAR QUASI 
VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
In this section we extend more general nonlinear varia-
tional inequality (4.3.1) for which K depends upon the 
solution and give an algorithm to find the approximate solution. 
Let K be a point-to-set mapping from H into itself, 
then the problem of finding u e K(u) such that 
a(u,v-u)+b(u,v)-b(u,u) _> <A(u),v-u>, for all v e K(u) , (5.3.1) 
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where A is a nonlinear operator on H such that A(u) e H*» 
is called gene^ aC nonJUnzoA qaculvcvUxitioncdi inzqaatity pKoblim. 
If K does not depend upon the solution u, that is 
K(u) = K, then (5.3.1) reduces to (4.3.1). 
It is natural to extend the iterative scheme of type 
(4.3.2) to compute the approximate solution of the general 
nonlinear quasi variational ineauality (5.3.1), which is main 
motivation of this section. 
ALGORITHM 5.3.1; For any given UOE K(uoi,compute 
%+l = ni(u^ )+Pj^ (A4>(Uj^ )-m(u^ )) , (5.3.2) 
where m is a point-to-point mapping on H into itself, 
<^(u) e H* and 
<(}>(u^ ) 'V^>=(%'V^)-?a(u^,v^)-^b(Uj^,Vj^)+^<A(u^) ,v^ > (5.3.3) 
for all v^e K(u ), 
n n 
for some positive constant E,. 
Now, we will show that the approximate solution u 
obtained by the iterative scheme (5.3.2) converges strongly 
to u, the exact solution of (5.3.1). 
THEOREM 5.3.1; Let a(u,v) be a coercive, continuous bilinear 
form and b(u,v) satisfying (4.2.3(a)) and (4.2.3). Also, 
let K(u) be defined by (5.2.2) and, m and A be Lipschitz 
continuous with Lipschitz constants y and p, respectively. 
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If Condition A holds and, u and u ^^ are solutions of 
(5.3.1) and (5.3.2), respectively, then 
u ,, ^  u strongly in H, (5.3.4) 
n+i 
for o< K < - ^ . 
We need the following lemma for the proof of this theorem. 
LEMMA 5.3.1; For K(u) given by (5.2.2), u e K(u) satisfies 
(5.3.1) if and only if 
u = m(u)+Pj^ (A<})(u)-ra(u)) , (5.3.5) 
where (j)(u) e H* and 
<(j)(u),v>= (u,v)-^a(u,v)-^b(u,v)+^<A(u) ,v> (5.3.6) 
for all V e K, 
for some positive constant E,. 
Proof; It is similar to the proof of Lemma 5.2.1. 
Proof of Theorem 5.3.1: By Lemma 5,3.1, we have 
u^^j-u = m(u^)+Pj^(A(j>(u^)-m(u^))-m(u)-Pj^(A(l)(u)-m(u)) . 
Therefore, 
1 Wn+r^l 1 1 21 ln(u^)-m(u) \ l + j j A(|>(u^ )-A(^ (u) | 1 
< 2uI Iu^-u11+ eI Iu^-uI I, by Lemma 4.3.2 
« (2|i + l)) ||u^-u| I, 
where (2vi+e) < 1, for o < I < — • 
' ^ a-v-p 
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Repeating this relation n-times, we get 
since (2y+e) < 1/ we find that u i -^  u strongly in H. 
Remark 5.3.1; (a): If A(u) is independent of u, that is 
K{u) = f, then Theorem 5.2.1 is a special case of Theorem 5.3.1. 
(b): If K(u) = K then y = o and hence Theorem 5.3.1 reduces 
to Theorem 4.3.1. 
5.a. STRONGLY NONLINEAR QUASI VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
R. Toscano and A. Maceri [87] and E. Miersemann [57] have 
shown that the problem of elastic beams under unilateral cons-
traints can be formulated in the form of inequality as follows: 
<L'(u),v-u> >_ <F'(u),v-u>, for all v e K, (5.4.1) 
where L'(u) and F'(u) are the Frechet differentiable 
nonlinear functions. 
M.A. Noor [64] have been considered the more general 
variational inequality of which (5.4.1) is a special case, 
PROBLEM 5.4.1; Find u e K such that 
<T(u), v-u> >^  <A(u), v-u>, for all v e K, (5.4.2) 
where T and A are nonlinear operators. 
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Noor [64] proved the existence and uniqueness of solution 
of this problem. He has also shovm that the approximate solu-
tion can be obtained by an iterative scheme and this approximate 
solution converges to the exact solution. 
In this section we consider a more general quasi varia-
tional inequality of which (5.4.2) is a special case. 
PROBLEM 5.4.2; Let K be a point-to-set mapping from H into 
itself. Find u e K(u), such that 
<T(u),v-u> >^  <A(u),v-u>, for all v e K(u) , (5.4.3) 
where T and A are nonlinear operators on H into H*. 
Inequality (5.4.3) is called itAongly nontinzoA qua^l voJujx-
tAjonaZ. imqaoLUy. 
Before give the algorithm for finding the approximate 
solution of (5.4.3) we make the following hypothesis. 
CONDITION S; We assume that X > p and y > X, where X and y 
are Lipschitz constant and strongly monotonicity constant , 
respectively, of T, and p is Lipschitz constant of A. 
ALGORITHM 5.4.1; For any given Uoe K(uoV/compute 
u .1 = m(u„)+P„(u„-CA(T(u„)-A(u„))-m(u„)), (5.4.4) 
n+i n K n n n n 
for some positive constant ^. 
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Now we will prove that the approximate solution obtained 
by the iterative scheme (5.4.4) converges strongly to the exact 
solution of (5.4.3). 
THEOREM 5.4.1; Let T be a strongly monotone and Lipschitz 
continuous and, A be a Lipschitz continuous. If the mapping 
m is Lipschitz continuous, Condition S holds and, u , and u 
are solutions of (5.4.4) and (5.4.3), respectively, then 
u , strongly converges to u in H, 
2y for o < C < X-P' 
where X,p and y are Lipschitz constants of T, A and m res-
pectively, and Y is monotonicity constant of T. 
For the proof of this theorem we need the following lemma, 
LEMMA 5.4.1; u e K(u) is a solution of (5.4.3) if and only if 
u e K(u) satisfies the relation 
u = m(u)+Pj^(u-^A(T(u)-A(u))-m(u)), (5.4.5) 
for some positive constant E,. 
Proof; Suppose that u e K(u) satisfies (5.4.3) then it is 
equivalent to finding u e K(u) such that 
(y\tr(u)-A(u)), v-u) >^  o, for all v c K(u) 
or 
(u-(u-CA(T(u)-A(u))), v-u) >_ o, for all v e K(u). 
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By Theorem 1.3.2, u e K(u) satisfies (5.4.3) is equivalent to 
finding u e K{u) such that 
u = Pj^ ^^ j {u-CA(Tfu)-A(u)) ) 
= m(u)+Pj^{u-5A(T(u)-A(u))-m(u)) , by Remark 5.2.1. 
Proof of Theorem 5.4.1; By Lemma 5.4.1, v;e know that u e K(u) 
satisfies (5.4.3) is also a solution of (5.4.4) and conversely. 
Thus from (5.4.4) and (5.4.5), we obtain 
l'^n+l~^" " I |m(Uj^)+Pj^(u^-CA(T(u^)-A(u^))-m(Uj^))-m(u)-
-Pj^(u-CA(T(u)-A(u))-m(u)) I I 
£ I |m(u^)-m(u) I I + I |Uj^ -CA(T(Uj^ )-A(Uj^ ))-m(Uj^ )-u + 
+ ^A (T(u)-A(u))+m(u) | | 
£ 2\ |m(u^)-m(u) | 1 + | | u^-u-^A (Tfu^ )^-T (u) )+^A (A(u^)-A(u))l 
<_ 2\ |m(u^)-m(u) | | + | | u^-u-CA(T(u^)-T(u))| |+?| |A(UJ^)-A(U) 
< 2yl !u^-u| 1 + 1 |u^-u-a(T(u^)-T(u))| 1+ CPI |U^-UI | . 
By using strongly monotonicity and Lipschitz continuity of T, 
we have 
I |u^-u-5A(T(Uj^)-T(u))| |2= I |u^-u| |2-25<u^-u,A(T(Uj^)-T(u)) > 
+CM |A(T(u^)-T(u)) ||2 
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<_ I |Uj^-u| | 2 -2C<u^-u , T ( u ^ ) - T ( u ) > + C' l | T ( u ^ ) - T ( u ) I I 
< I | u ^ - u l 1^-2^7! l u ^ - u | P + ^ ^ X ^ l l u ^ - u U ^ 
T h u s , 
°^ • l%+l~"l ' - 1^ '%'^1 I' 
where 9 = 2y + / ^ . s ^ ^ + ^ ^ x M ' ^ ^""^ 
o < C < T ^ ' A > p and y > A. 
A —p 
By iteration, we get 
l|u^+i-ul| < e" llu^-ull. 
Since 6 < 1, we find that u i strongly converges to u in H. 
R^nark 5.4.1; If point-to-point mapping m is zero, that is 
K(u) = K, then Algorithm 5.4.1 is the same as Algorithm 2.1 [64], 
5.5. STRONGLY NONLINEAR QUASI COMPLEMENTARITY PROBLEM 
Related to the strongly nonlinear quasi variational inequa-
lity problem, in this section we consider and study a new class 
of complementarity problem. 
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For given nonlinear operators T and A from H into 
H*, we consider the problem of finding u e K(u) such that 
T(u)+A(u) e K*(u) and <T(u)+A(u), u-m(u)> = o, (5.5.1) 
where K and m are point-to-set and point-to-point mappings 
on H into itself, respectively and K* (u) is a polar cone of the 
convex cone K(u), i.e. 
K*(u) = {w e H*/<w,z> >^  o for all z e K(u)}. 
This type of problem i s c a l l e d itAongty noniUnexiA qacuiijcomptmintaAJXy 
pK.oht(m. 
In many important a p p l i c a t i o n s K(u) has t h e form 
K(u) = m(u) + K. (5 .5 .2 ) 
In t h i s case K*(u) = (m(u)+K)* = m(u) H K*. 
We note that if point-to-point mapping m is zero, then 
(5.5.1) is equivalent 
T(u)+A(u) e K*(u) and <T(u)+A(u) ,u> = o. (5.5.3) 
The problem of type (5.5.3) is considered and studied by Noor [70]. 
For the mathematical and physical formulations of such problems, 
see Noor [70]. 
THEOREM 5.5.1; If K is a convex cone in H, then u is a 
solution of the relation 
<T(u)+A(u) ,v-u> > o for all v e K(u), (5.5.4) 
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if and only if u satisfies (5.4.3), where K(u) is defined 
by (5.5.2). 
Proof; It is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.1 [68]. 
Since the solution of (5.5.4) and (5.4.3) is the same if 
K(u) is defined by (5.5.2) and K is a convex cone, the algo-
rithm for finding the approximate solution of strongly non-
linear quasi complementarity problem is as follows: 
ALGORITHM 5.5.1; For any given u e K(u), compute 
%+i = "^(V+PK<%-^^<'^^%)+^(V)-"K^^' 
for some positive constant K. 
If K(u) is independent of the solution, that is K(u)=K, 
then Algorithm 5.5.1 reduces to Algorithm 3.1 [70]. 
CHAPTER n 
SOME PROBLEMS ON GENERALIZED VARIATIONAL 
AND QUASI VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
6.1. INTRODUCTION 
Variational inequalities have been extended and generalized 
in various directions. In 1982, Noor [64] has studied a fairly 
general class of variational inequalities, where the operators 
are nonlinear, is called nonlAnoiaA. vanMiticnal ^zqaoLitiz^. If the 
operator involved in the formulation of a variational inequality 
is multivalued then the variational inequality is called a 
gzneAoJLLzzd vcuUdtional inzqaaJUXy, This type of variational inequa-
lities have been extensively pursued by Browder [17], Rockafellor 
[79], Saigal [80] and Fang and Peterson [31]. The two important 
generalizations of variational inequalities, quasivariational 
and generalized variational inequalities have found very signifi-
cant applications (see [1], [6], [9], [11], [36], [37], [25]). 
In 1982, Chan and Pang have investigated the gencAoLczed qu<ti>l-
vaAMttionat AjitcivjxJlUjtiu extending some results obtained earlier 
concerning, variational quasi variational and generalized varia-
tional inequalities. 
In Section 6.2, v/e prove a fixed point theorem for a new 
class of contraction multivalued mappings. We give the algorithms 
for finding the approximate solutions of generalized variational 
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and generalized quasivariational inequalities in Section 6.3 
and 6.4, respectively. In Section 6.5 we extend the concept 
of mildly nonlinear variational inequalities to multivalued 
operators and prove some existence theorem for such inequali-
ties. We also investigate the properties of solution sets under 
various monotonicity conditions. In Section 6.6, we present 
an algorithm for finding the approximate solution of generalized 
mildly nonlinear variational inequalities. 
6.2. FIXED POINT THEORY 
In this section we introduce the notions of continuity and 
contraction for multivalued mappings on Banach spaces. Applying 
this type of contraction we prove a fixed point theorem for 
multivalued mappings in the setting of Banach spaces. 
Throughout in this section X and Y are Banach spaces. 
DEFINITION 6.2.1; Let F be a multivalued mapping on a Banach 
space X into another Banach space Y. F is called continuoin 
at a point x e X if, for every e > o there exists 6 > o 
such that 
I|u-v|I < e for all u e F(x) and v £ F(y), 
whenever ||x-y|| < 6. 
DEFINITION 6.2.2; Let F be a multivalued mapping on X into 
Y. Then 
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( i) F i s c a l l e d LZp^ichZtz Continaoiu i f 
I | u - v | 1 1 X^  I | x - y | 1 for a l l u e F(x) and v e F ( y ) , 
where X, _> o i s a f ixed r e a l number. 
( i i ) F i s c a l l e d conXAact^on i f t h e p o s i t i v e r e a l number A, < 1. 
( i i i ) F i s c a l l e d nonzxpayiilve. i f \^ = 1. 
Remark 6 . 2 . 1 ; Every c o n t r a c t i o n mul t iva lued mapping i s c o n t i -
nuous . 
DEFINITION 6 . 2 . 3 : Let {A } be a seauence of s e t s in X. We say 
n -^ 
that A conv2AgeJ> to A if for every e > o there exists a 
positive integer N such that 
I Ix -XI I < e for all x e A and x e A, 
' ' n ' ' n n 
and for all n _> N. 
LEMMA 6.2.1; A multivalued mapping F on X into Y is 
continuous at a point x if and only if F(x ) ->• F(x ) for 
all sequences {x } in X with x -»• x . 
n n o 
Proof: Suppose tha t x ->• x . Given e > o there ex i s t s 6 > o irr n o 
such tha t 
I|XQ-X|1 < 6 ==> I|u-v|I < e for all u e F(XQ) and v e F(x), 
and there exists a positive integer N such that 
I Ix -X 11 < (S for all n > N. 
' ' o n ' ' — 
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Thus, if n > N we have 
Ilu -ulI < e for all u e F(x„) and u e F(x). 
Therefore F{x ) -»• F(x). 
Conversely, suppose that F(x ) -»• F(x), i.e. if n >^  N, 
Ilu -ulI < e for all u e F(x^) and u e F(x), 
' ' n n n 
and Ijx - X ] | < 6. 
Now, suppose that F is not continuous at x . Then there 
exists e > o, for each 6 > o there exists x E X such that 
I|x -x|1 < 6 ==> I|u-v|I > £ for all u e F(x ) and v e F(x). 
In particular for each positive integer n there exists 
X e X such that 
n 
' l^ o~^ n' I "^  H "^"^  I '%"^oI I > e fo^ all u^ e F(Xj^ ) and u^ e F(x^) 
Clearly x converges to x but F(x ) does not converge to 
F(x ), which is a contradiction. This proves the lemma. 
DEFINITION 6.2.4; If F is a multivalued mapping on X into 
itself then a point x e X is called a jj^ ed po-int of F if 
X e F(x) . 
Now we prove a fixed point theorem for a multivalued 
mapping on a Banach space, which is a natural generalization of 
Banach-Contraction theorem. 
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THEOREM 6.2.1; Let X be a Banach space. If F is a multi-
valued contraction mapping on X into itself then F has a 
fixed point. 
Proof: Let X, < 1 be a contraction constant for F, and let 
X e X. . Choose x- e F(x^). Since F(x^) and F(x,) are sub-
O 1 O O 1 
sets of X and x, e F(x ). There is a X2 e F(x^) such that 
I IX1-X2II 1 \ llx^-x^U. 
Now since F(x,) and F(x2) are subsets of X and x- e F(x,), 
there is a point x^ e FCXj) such that 
IIX2-X3M < X^ ||x^-X2|| < Xl |1XQ-X^||. 
Continuing in this fashin, we produce a sequence (x } of points 
of X such that x j, e F(x ) and 
n+i n 
I !x„-x ^J I < Xi I Ix 1-x 1 I 
' ' n n+11 I — 1 I I n-1 n' ' 
<_ Xj I I XQ-XJ^ II, for all n >_ 1 
Now, 
'Xn-^n+mN 1 I lx^-x^+iII + Mx^+l-x^^.2l ! + ••••+'l^n+m-1-^n+ml I 
< Xj ||x^-x^||+ xfl|lx^-x^l| + ....+ Xj^"»-l||x^-x^| 
= (xj+ xfi +....+ xf"'•-!) l|x^-x^M 
00 
1 X" ( Z Xi|^) j |x^-x^ II, for all n,m >_ I 
i=o 
= •••_.- I |x -x^ I I , for all n,m >^  1. 
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If in,n •* 00, then the sequence {x } is a Cauchy seauence. Since 
X is a Banach space, the sequence (x-l converges to some point 
p e X. Therefore the sequence {F(x )} converges to F(p^) and, 
since x e F(x _,) for all n, it follows that p e F(p ). 
6.3. AN ALGORITHM FOR GENERALIZED VARIATIONAL 
INEQUALITIES 
Let K be a subset of a Hilbert space H and F be a 
multivalued mapping on H into itself. The ge.nQAjoULizzd VOAMI-
tionaZ Ajizquatcty pA.oblim is to find u e K such that 
(v,w-u) >^ o, for all w £ K "\ 
(6.3.1) 
and V e F(u), y 
and (6.3.1) is called gmoAaLizzd vafujouUjonaJi inzqu/itiXy. 
If F is a singlevalued mapping then (6.3.1) is known as 
variational inequality. 
Saigal [80] and, Fang and Peterson [31] has proved some 
existence theorems for (6.3.1). 
We state a lemma of Fang and Peterson [31] which will be 
used in the proof of our m.ain result of this section. 
LEMMA 6.3.1 [31]: Let K be a closed convex subset of H. 
Then [u,v] is a solution to the generalized variational inequa-
lity (6.3.1) if and only if 
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u = P„(u-^v) and v e F(u), (6.3.2) 
for some positive constant B,. 
ALGORITHM 6.3.1: For any given u e K; compute 
%+l = ^ K ^%-^^n) 
and v^^^ e F(u^^^) 
(6.3.3) 
for some positive constant 5. 
Now we show that the approximate solution [u ,v ] obtained 
from the iterative scheme (6.3.3) converges strongly to [u,v], 
the exact solution of (6.3.1), under certain conditions on the 
constant E,. 
THEOREM 6.3.1; Let K be a closed convex subset of H and 
F be a strongly monotone and Lipschitz continuous multivalued 
mapping on H into itself. If [u,v] and [u .-i/V ,] are 
solutions of (6.3.1) and (6.3.3), respectively, then 
u - converges strongly to u in H, 
and V - converges strongly to v in H, 
2^ 1 
for O < 5 < :r- , 
where -YI and X^ are strongly monotonicity constant and Lipschitz 
constant of F, respectively. 
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Proof; From Lemma 6.3.1, v;e know that [u,v] satisfying (6.3.1) 
is also a solution of (6.3.2) and conversely. Thus from (6.3.2) 
and (6.3.3)/ we obtain 
By using Theorem 1.3.3, wfe get 
1'%+r^ll = llPK^^n-^V-^K^^-^^^ll 
Now by using Lipschitz continuity and strongly monotonicity, 
we get 
1 lu^-u-C(v^-v) I |^ = 1 lu^-u| l^ +C^ I |v^-v| |2-2Uv^-v,u^-u) 
< l|u^-u|I^H^Xl |lu^-u||^-25Yil(u^-u|r 
= (lHHi-2CYi) Uu^-ujl^ 
Therefore, 
M^n+r^II -<• *'(1+^U|-2CYI) "''n-^" ^ ^ " V ^ I U 
^ 27, 
^^^^^ Q = •'(1H^AJ-25YI) ' ^ for o < ^ < - ^ . 
Applying this relation n tines, we get 
l|u^^i-u|| < e^ l|u^-ul|. 
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Since 6 < 1/ it follows that u . converges strongly to u 
in H. Since F is Lipschitz continuous and vi ., converges 
strongly to u, we have v i converges strongly to v in H. 
Remark 6.3.1; This theorem includes as a special case a result 
of Fang and Peterson [31, p. 382]. 
6.a. AN ALGORITHM FOR GENERALIZED QUASI VARIATIONAL 
INEQUALITIES 
Let K be a multivalued mapping on H into itself and 
F be a singlevalued mapping on H into itself. Then the quiul 
vcJtMLtionaJi AjnaqaaLity pAobtam is to find u e K(u) such that 
(F(u),w-u) >^  o, for all w e K(u) (6.4.1) 
It has been shown by Noor [67] that u e K(u) satisfying 
(6.4.1) can be obtained from the iterative scheme 
for some positive constant E,. 
If F is a multivalued mapping then guasivariational 
inequality problem is called a gznzAotizzd qaculyjoA^oxtioncU .inzqaaLity 
pfLoblm, that is if F and K are multivalued mappings on H 
into itself then the generalized quasivariational inequality 
problem is to find u e K(u) such that 
(V/W-u) >^  o, for all w e K(u) 
(6.4.3) 
and V e F(u). 
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Chan and Pang [20] have been established some fairly general 
existence results for generalized quasivariational inequality 
problem. 
Here we state a lemma which will be used in the proof of 
main result of this section. 
LEMMA 6.4.1 [20]: u e K(u) satisfies 
{v,w-u) >^  o for all w e K(u), 
and V e F(u), 
if and only if 
u = m(u) + Pj^(u-?v-m(u)) (6.4.4) 
and V e F(u) , 
for some positive constant C/ 
where K(u) is defined by (5.2.2). 
We give an algorithm to obtain the approximate solution 
of (6.4.3). 
ALGORITHM 6.4.1; For any given u e K(u), compute 
%+l ="^<%^-^PK<%-^^n-^^%>^ 
and v^^^ e F(u^^^), j 
(6.4.5) 
for some positive constant ^, where m is a single-valued 
mapping from H into itself. 
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We now prove our main result of this section that the 
approximate solution obtained by the iterative scheme (6.4.5) 
converges strongly to the exact solution of (6.4.3). 
THEOREM 6.4.1; Let F and K be two multivalued mappings on 
H into, itself such that K(u) is closed convex subset of H. 
If F is strongly monotone and Lipschitz continuous, m is a 
single-valued Lipschitz continuous and, [u .i/V ,] and Iu,v] 
are satisfying (6.4.5) and (6.4.3), respectively, then 
u , converges strongly to u in H, and 
V - converges strongly to v in H, 
for ° < ^  < <Yl+^|-4X,(y,-yf) /M^'Yl > 2Ai(/(^^.,j)), 
and v^. - ^ ' 
where y, and X, are strongly monotonocity and Lipschitz cons-
tants respectively of F, and y, is Lipschitz constant of m. 
Proof; From Lemma 6.4.1, we know that u e K(u) and v £ F(u) 
satisfying (6.4.3) is a solution of (6.4.5) and vice-versa. 
From (6.4.4) and (6.4.5), we obtain 
u^ _^ -^u = m(u^ )+Pj^ (Uj^ -^ v^ -m(Uj^ ))-m(u)-Pj^ (u-^ v-m(u)) 
By using Theorem 1.3.3. , we get 
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I l^ n+l"""' 1-1 l"»(%)-"»(^) I 1 + 1 |PK(%-?Vj^-in(%))-PK(u-Cv-m(u)) \ \ 
<_\ |m(u^)-in(u) I l + I |u^-^v^-in(Uj^)-u+^v+m(u) | | 
<| |in(u^)-m(u) I l + I |in(Uj^ )-m(u) | | + | |Uj^ -u-? (v^-v) | |. 
Now by using Lipschitz continuity and strongly monotonicity, 
we get 
I ju^-u-Uv^-v) I P = I |u^-u| r-2Uv^-v,u^-u)+cM |Vj^ -v| P 
< I|u^-u||2-2?Yi ||u^-u||^+?^X| I|u„-uir 
= (1-2CYI+^=^X|) | | U ^ - U | | ^ 
Therefore by Lipschitz continuity of m, we have 
I l^n+l-^l 1 1 21 lin(u^)-m(u) | | + ^d^s^y^+^^Ij) I l^'^l I 
< 2y^ I|u^-u|I + ^(i.2E,y^+e\l) ""^"''' 
= <2yi-H /i_2^Y^+^2Aj)) ll^n-^ll 
= el|u^-u||, 
where 6 = 2u^ + ^(1-2CYI+C^A|) < ^ ^^ 
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Applying this relation n times, we get 
Since 6 < 1, it follows that u^ converges strongly to u. 
Since F is Lipschitz continuous and u i converges strongly 
to u, we have ^ .•> converges strongly to v. 
Remark 6.4.1; Theorem 6.4.1 is a generalization of Theorem 3.2 
[67] and Theorem 6.3.1. 
6.5. GENERALIZED MILDLY NONLINEAR VARIATIONAL 
INEQUALITIES 
Let K be a nonempty c losed convex subse t of H and, T 
and A be non l inea r o p e r a t o r s from H i n t o i t s e l f . Then the 
ttKonqty nonLintoA vcxAAjvUoYiaJi inzquaLity pAobtejn i s to f ind u e K 
such t h a t 
(T(u) ,v-u) >^  ( A ( u ) , v - u ) , for a l l v e K. (6 .5 .1 ) 
For the further details and applications of this type of varia-
tional inequalities, see Noor [64, 65], 
If A(u) = 0, then (6.5.1) takes the form 
(T(u), v-u) >_ 0 for all v e K. (6.5.2) 
The existence of solution of (6.5.2) was proved by Hartman and 
Stampacchia [38]. 
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If T is a multivalued operator from H into itself then 
(6.5.2) is called generalized variational inequality. 
If, in inequality (6.5.1), the operators T and A from 
H into itself are multivalued, then the problem of finding 
u e K such- that 
(p,v-u) >^  (q,v-u) , for all v e K ") 
/ (6.5.3) 
and p e T(u), q e A(u) T 
i s c a l l e d a gtntfiaZlzzd nuZdly nontinexiA. vanMitionaZ imquaLity pfioblzm 
(GMNVIP) and (6 .5 .3 ) i s c a l l e d geneAotizzd mildly noYilinzxVi vaJvuxtAjonal 
ine.quaLUy (GMMVI) . 
Let D C K be convex. Define a mul t iva lued o p e r a t o r 
n : H -> D by 
np(p) = {u e D/(p,u) £ (p,v) for a l l v e D) . 
Then it is easy to prove n_ is upper semicontinuous and n_.(p) 
is closed and convex for each p e H (see [80]) . 
THEOREM 6.5.1; Assume that 
(i) K is a nonempty compact convex subset of H; 
(ii) T and A are upper semicontinuous multivalued operators 
on H into itself; 
(iii) T(u) and A(u) are closed and convex for each u e K. 
Then the generalized mildly nonlinear variational inequality 
problem has atleast are solution. 
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Proof; Let E be any compact convex set containing 
T(K) = U T(u) and A(K) = U A(u). Define a multivalued 
ueK ueK 
operator 
K x E x E - ^ - K x E x E by 
(u,p,q) -> (Jly^(p-q) , T(u), A(U)) 
and note that it is upper seraicontinuous and closed convex 
valued (see [80]). Then by Theorem 1.4.3, it has a fixed point. 
Hence, if (u,p,q) is a fixed point then 
u e Ilj^ Cp-q) , p £ T(u) and q E A(U) . 
This implies that 
(p-q,v-u) ^  o for all v e K, 
and p e T(u), q e A(u) . 
Remark 6.5.1; If A(u) = 0 , then Theorem 6.5.1 is the same as 
Theorem 3.1 [31] and Lemma 4.1 [80]. 
THEOREM 6.5.2; Assume that 
(i) K is a nonempty convex set in H, 
(ii) T and A are multivalued operators from K into H, 
(iii) there is a solid convex set E in H, such that 
(iii)(a) K D E is nonempty and closed, 
(iii)(b) T and A are upper semicontinuous on K 0 E, 
(iii)(c) T(u) and A(u) are nonempty closed convex for each 
u e K 0 E, 
(iii) (d) for each u e K fl bdry (E) , there is an Uo £ K fl int(E) 
such that 
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(p-q, u-Uo) ^ o for all p e T{u) and q e A(u) . 
Then there exists a solution of GMNVIP. 
Proof; It is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.2 [31]. 
THEOREM 6.5.3; Let T be a Lipschitz continuous and strongly 
monotone multivalued operator and A be a Lipschitz continuous 
multivalued operator on H into itself. Then GMNVIP has a 
solution. 
For the proof of this theorem we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6.5.1: [u,p,q] is a solution of GMNVIP if and only if 
u = Pj^  (u-^(p-q)), p e T(u) and q e A(u), 
for some positive constant 5. 
Proof; It is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.1 [31]. 
Proof of Theorem 6.5.3; Let P„o {I-(T-A)) : K ->- H be a 
multivalued operator defined as 
(P„o(I-?(T-A))) (u) = U {P„(u-Up-q))} = F(u) (say), 
^ PGT(U) ^ 
q e A(u) 
where I is the identity operator and E, is any positive 
constant. Then we will prove that F is a contraction mapping, 
Let w^ e F(u^) and W2 e F(u2), we have 
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w^= Pj^(Uj-C{Pi-qi)) for pj e T(u^) and q^ e A(u^) 
and 
W2= Pj^(u2-^(p2-cr2)) for Pj e ^ (02) and q2 e AtUj). 
Now, 
IIW1-W2II = I |PK(Ui-C(Pl-qi))-Pj^(U2-e(P2-q2))l I 
1 I |uj-C(Pj^-q^)-U2+5(P2~g2'' I ' l^y 'Theorem 1.ST3. 
< ||u^-u2-5(Pi-P2) 11 + cUqi-qjII 
1 I IUJ^-U2-UPI-P2) I I + 5PI lhi-U2l|. 
By strongly monotonicity and Lipschitz continuity of T, we have 
1 lui-U2-^(Pi-P2) 1 I'll |u^-U2| l'-2C(Pi-P2rU^-U2)HM IP1-P2I I' 
<| |u^-U2| |^-25Xil |u^-U2l r n ^ J l IU1-U2I 1^  
= (1 -2^1+^^1) l lvi^-U2ll^ 
Therefore , 
11^1-^2! I ^ ^ i - 2 a i H ^ i ) l l ^ r ^ 2 l l -^  ^pi MU1-U2M 
= 0|IU1-U2II, 
where 6 = CPi + ' ^ i l T ^ ^ x ^ + ^ ^ J ) ^ ^ ^ ° ^ 
2(p^-X^) 
C > / " l^ ^ •^l ^^^ ^1 ^ ^l' 
( P | - Y | ) 
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Hence F is a contraction multivalued mapping. By Theorem 
6.2.1, F has a fixed point, say u i.e. u e F(u), then 
u = Pj^ (u-^ (p-'q)) and p e T(u), q e A(u) . 
Hence by Lemma 6.5.1, (u,p,q) is a solution of GMNVIP. 
Now we define various monotonicity conditions to the 
multivalued operator, and then investigate the properties of 
solution sets of our GMNVIP. 
DEFINITION 6.5.1; A multivalued operator T : H -> H is called 
(i) antimonotom if 
(x-y, u-v) <_ o for all u e T(x) and V e T(y). 
( i i ) &tAictly ayitbnonotone., i f 
(x-y ,u-v) < o for a l l u E T ( X ) and v e T ( y ) . 
( i i i ) ittAonQty oyttLmonotonz, i f 
(x-y,u-v) £ aJIx-ylP for all u e T{x) and v z T(y) . 
(iv) maxMnaJi antimonotont, if T is antimonotone and no other 
antimonotone multivalued operator can properly contain T. 
Remark 6.5.2; It is easy to show that strong antimonotonicity 
implies strict antimonotonicity, strict antimonotonicity implies 
antimonotonicity. 
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THEOREM. 6.5.4; Assume that 
(i) K is a nonempty convex subset of H; 
(ii) T : K -^  H is a multivalued maximal monotone operator \ 
(iii) A : K -* H is a multivalued maximal antimonotone operator 
Then the solution set S of GMNVIP is convex. 
For the proof of this theorem we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6.5.2; Assume that hypotheses (i), (ii) and (iii) in 
Theorem 6.5.4 hold, and assume that tu,,p-/q^] and [u^tPo'^^^ 
are in S. Then 
<prP2' "r"2^ = ° 
and 
^^1~^2' '^ l"^ 2^  ~ ^' 
Proof; Since tUj^ ,Pj^ ,q^ ] and [u2iP2''^-2^ ^^® ^^ ^' ^•^' 
u^ e K, (6.5.4) 
(Pj^ -CT^ ,U2-u^ ) >^  o, for all Uj e K (6.5.5) 
Pj^  e T(u^), q^ e A(u^) , (6.5.6) 
and 
U2 e K, (6.5.7) 
(P2-q2'^l~"2^ - ° ^°^ ^"'•^  u- e K (6.5.8) 
P2 e '^<"2^' "^2 ^  A<^2^ • (6.5.9) 
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By (6.5.5) and (6.5.8), we have 
P^l"*5l"P2''"^ 2' ^ 2"^1^ - ° 
or {(PJ-P2) - (q2"q2^ ' ^ i''^ 2^  - ° 
or {p^-p^, "l"^2^ " ^^ l"'52' "l"^2' - ° 
or (p,-p_,u.-U2) <_ (q-i-qo/U-j-Uj) 1 o because A is 
antimonotone. 
Therefore, 
^Pl"P2'"l"^2^ - °* 
Since T is monotone, we have 
(p^-P2,u^-U2) 2 O' 
This implies that 
(P-^ -P2' ^ i~"2^ ^ °* 
Now, since, 
(qi-q2 '^l~"2^ - <Pi~P2'^l~"2^ - ° • 
But 
^^1~^2'^1~^2^ - °' 
we have 
(q^-q2, u^-U2) = O. 
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Proof of Theorem 6.5.4; Let 6^ ,^62 ^  o and "Sj+tSj » 1, then by 
condition (ii ,we have 
Note that, for each w e K 
((6j^ p^  + 62P2) - ('5iCTi+ "*2^2^ ' ^ ~ "^^ l"l •'• "^ Z^ Z^ ) ° 
- '5l"^2^^P2"^2' ^ "^1^ "^  (P^-qi' W-U2)] 
>_ 6^ 1^62 (P]^-q]^-P2+q2' ^i""2^ ' ^®® ^^^ ^ 
= 6^62<prP2' "r"2^ • '5i'S2^^r^2' ^r''2^ ^ ° -
Therefore, to prove that 
6^u^ + 62^2 ^  ^ ' 
we need only check the relations 
(62Pj^+62P2^ ^ '^ <^^ l"l'''"^ 2^ 2^  
and (6]^ qj^ +62q2^  ^ A(62U2+62U2) . 
Now, consider the following multivalued operators T, ; K -^  H 
and A^ : K ->• H such that 
T,(u) = T(u) U {p e H/There exists [u,,p,,q,] and 
[u2/p2»q2l e S such that u = 5i^i+'S2^2 ^"^ ^ ~ '^ lPl'*"^ 2P2 
for all q^ e A(u^) and q2 e A(u2)}, 
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and 
Aj^ (u) = A(u) U {q e H/There exists [Uj^ ,Pj^ ,qj] and [u2,P2/q2^ ^ S 
such that u = 6j^ Uj+62U2 and q = 6^q^+6^g^ for all p^ £ T(Uj) 
and P2 e T(U2)} , 
for each u e K. 
Then T^  and A^ are monotone and antimonotone respectively, 
by using Lemma 6.5.2 and the proof of Theorem 4.4 [31]. 
Since T and A are maximal monotone and maximal antimonotone, 
respectively, we have T = T, and A = A,. Therefore 
*^^ lPl •*• ^ 2^2^ ^ T(6j^u^+62U2) 
and 
(6j^ qj^  + 2^*^ 2^  ^ A(6j^u^+62U2) • 
Hence S is a convex set. 
THEOREM 6.5.5; If T and A are upper semicontinuous on K 
then the solution set S of GM^ TVIP is closed. 
Proof: Let {[u ,p ,q ]} be a sequence of solution triplets 
n n n 
which converges to [u,p,q]. Then the closeness of K implies 
that u e K. Moreover, by continuity of inner product functional, 
we have 
(p-q, w-u) >_ o for all w e K 
and by upper semicontinuity of T and A, we have 
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p e T(u) and q E A(U) . 
Hence [U/p,q] is a solution triplet of GMNVIP. 
THEOREM 6.5.6; If the solution set S of GMNVIP is nonempty 
and, T and A are strictly monotone and antimonotone respec-
tively-over S, then the project set 
Sy = {u e H/[u,p,q] e S} 
is a singleton. 
Proof; Let [u-,p,,q,] and [u^/Pj^a^^ ^® ^^® solution trip-
lets of GMNVIP. Then by (6.5.5) and (6.5.8), we have 
((P2-P2) ~ (qi-q2^' "i~"2^ - °* 
By antimonotonicity of A, 
(P2"P2' "l""2^ - ^"^l"^!' "i'^2^ - °* 
Since T is strictly monotone, we have 
(P1-P2' "i"^2^ ^ ° 
Therefore, 
(P1-P2' ^i"^2^ ^ ° 
and hence, by strict monotonicity of T, u, = u^. 
6.6. AN ALGORITHM FOR GENERALIZED MILDLY NONLINEAR 
VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
In this section we give an algorithm for finding the 
approximate solution of GMNVIP and prove that this approximate 
solution converges to the exact solution. 
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ALGORITHM 6.6,1; For any given Uo e K, compute 
(6.6.1) 
%+l = ^K^^-^^Pn-^n^)' 
Pn+1 ^ '^<%+l) ^"^ ^n+1 ^ A<%+l)' 
for some positive constant E,. 
THEOREM 6.6.1; Let T and A be two multivalued operators 
from H into itself such that T is Lipschitz continuouB with 
Lipschitz constant X- and strongly monotone with constant YI 
and, A is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant p,. If 
^^n+1' Pn+1' *^ n+l^  ^^^ [u,P/q] are solution triplets of (6.6.1) 
and (6.5.3), respectively, then 
u , converges strongly to u in H, 
p^^^ converges strongly to p in H, and 
q - converges strongly to q in H, 
for 
2(Pj-Xj) 
^ > , p. > X, and p > Yi • 
(p|-Yf ) ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Proof: By Lemma 6.5.1 and relation (6.6.1), we have 
% + r ^ = ^ K^^-^^Pn-^n^^- PK^^-^(P-^)^-
Therefore, 
N%+l-"ll = l|PKK-^<Pn-^n))-PK<"-^tP-^Hl 
1 Up2+ *^ (i_2^ X +E,^y^)^ ' '%~^' ' ' ^ ^® Theorem 6.5.3 
= eMu^-u|l, 
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where e = (Ep^ + ^^2^\^+ey\)^ ^ ^' for 
2(P,-Ai) 
^ > i—L- P, > >^i and P. > Y, . 
(P^-Y^) ^ ^ ^ ' 
Then by iteration, we have 
llu^^i-ull < e^ llui-u!l. 
since e < 1/ we have u , converges to u strongly in H. 
Since T and A are Lipschitz continuous, we have P„+i •*• P 
strongly in H and q ^ q strongly in H. 
Remark 6.6.1; (i) If T and A are single-valued operators 
then Algorithm 6.6.1 reduces to an algorithm considered by 
Noor [64]. 
(ii) If A(u) = o, then Algorithm 6.6.1 is the same as 
Algorithm 6.3.1. 
CHAVTEJl VU 
FUZZY MULTIFUNCTIONS AND VARIATIONAL 
INEQUALITIES FOR FUZZY MAPPINGS 
7.1. INTRODUCTION 
Prof. L.A. Zadeh introduced the fundamental concept of 
fuzzy set by generalizing the usual notion of a set. Because 
of the concept of fuzzy sets corresponds to the physical situa-
tion in which there is no precisely defined criterion for mem-
bership, fuzzy sets are having useful and increasing applications 
in various fields including probability theory, information 
theory and pattern recognition. Thus the developments in abstract 
mathematics using the idea of fuzzy sets possess sound footing. 
In accordance with this, the concept of fuzzy vector space has 
been studied by Katsaras [48], Katsaras and Liu [49] and Lowen 
[55]. Fixed point theorems in this area have been studied by 
Weiss [88], Heilpern [49], Butnariu [19] and Badard [5] etc. 
The investigations concerning fuzzy topological vector spaces 
and fuzzy fixed point theorems has provided motivation for the 
study of variational inequalities in the setting of fuzzy mathe-
matics. There are three more sections of this chapter, first of 
which is devoted to the study of fuzzy almost continuous multi-
functions while second deals with fuzzy weakly continuous multi-
functions. Last one is devoted to the variational inequalities 
in the setting of fuzzy mappings. 
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7.2. FUZZY ALMOST CONTINUOUS MULTIFUNCTIONS 
In the present section/ we introduce the concept of fuzzy 
almost continuity for fuzzy multifunctions and prove several 
theorems which extend results obtained by Azad [4], Berge [12], 
Papageorgiou [76] and Smithson [85] . It is observed that fuzzy 
continuity implies fuzzy almost continuity but converse need 
not be true. 
Let X and Y be any sets. Throughout in this chapter, 
we denote ordinary topology by ^ and ordinary topological space b' 
(^,Xf) and, fuzzy topology and fuzzy topological space by Xfy 
and (Y, oTy) r respectively. 
DEFINITION 7.2.1; Let F : [X,"^) ->• (Y,ir ) be a F-multif unction. 
Then 
( i) F i s c a l l e d ijuzzt/ a£mo4^ uppeA 4em<.co>ttoiuoa4 ( F - a . u . s . c . ) i f 
for each x e X and each F-open set V such that F(x) £ V, there 
exists an open set U containing x such that 
F(y) <_ Int (V), for all y e U. 
(ii) F is c a l l e d ^uzzy atmo^t low2A •iejrU.contA^uoLU ( F - a . l . s . c . ) i f 
for each x e X and each F-open set V of Y such that 
F(x) A V 7^  o, there exists an open set U containing x such 
that 
F(y) A Int (V) ^ o, for all y e U. 
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(iii) F is iuzzy atmoi.t corXcituooA if it ia both F-a.u.SiC. as 
well as F-a.l.s.c.» 
Remark 7.2.1; Every F-a.u.s.c. and F-a.l.s.c. fuzzy multifunc-
tion is F-u.s.c. and F-l.s.c. respectively, but the converse of 
these statements need not be true (see Example 7.2.1 and 7.2.2). 
EXAMPLE 7.2.1; Let A B C, D and E be fuzzy sets of I = [o,l] 
defined as follows; for each x e I 
f 
A(x) = 
B(x) = 
0, o £ ^ £ 's > 
2x-l, 's 1 X £ 1; 
1, o _< X £ ij, 
-4x+2, V £ X £ Jj; 
o, h < X < 1; 
C(x) = 
D(x) = 
O < X < ^ S, 
i(4x-l) , ^ 1 X £ 1», 
^ X - A 
5' ^ " 5' 
Otherwise i 
E(x) = 
o < X < ht 
otherwise. 
Consider a fuzzy topology 7x = {0» A, B, A V B, 1 } on I 
Let X = {p,q,r,s} be an ordinary topological space with 
topology 
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c7= U/ {r} , {p/r}, {q,r,s},X}. 
NOW/ we define a F-mult if unction F : (X,^) -*• (I/CTj) as 
follows: 
F(p) = A V B, 
F(q) = C, 
F(r) = D, 
F(s) = E. 
Then F is F-a.u.s.c. but not F-u.s.c. fuzzy multifunction. 
EXAMPLE 7.2.2; Let A, B, C and D be fuzzy sets of I = [o,l] 
defined as follows: for each x E I, 
A{x) = x; B(x) = 1-x; C(x) = 
2 _ 4 
5' ^ " 5 
D(x) = 
otherwise. 
Consider a fuzzy topologyt/j = (0, A, B, C, A V B, A A B, 1} 
on I. Now let us consider an ordinary topological space 
X = {p,q,r} with topology c/= {<t>, ip) , {q), {p,a},X}. Let 
F : (XjiT) -> (l,Xfj) be a F-multifunction defined by 
F(p) = 5. 
F(q) = A V B, 
F(r) = C. 
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Then F is a F-a.l.s.c. but not F-l.s.c. fuzzy multifunction. 
LEMMA 7.2.1; Let F : (X,tr) "^  (Y/t7^ ) be a F-multifunction on 
an ordinary topological space (XrJjT) into a fuzzy topological 
space {Y ,^y). Then 
(i) F is F-a.l.s.c. if and only if for each x e X and 
each F-regular open set V with F(x) /\ V ?^  o, there exists 
an open set U containing x such that 
F(y) A V # o, for all y e U. 
(ii) F is F-a.u.s.c. if and only if for each x e X and each 
F-regular open set V with F(x) <_ V, there exists an open 
set U containing x such that 
F(y) 1 V, for all y e U. 
Proof; (i) Let V be a F-regular open set with F(x) A V ii^  o 
for each x e X. Then V is F-open, by the hypothesis there 
exists an open set U containing x such that 
F(y) A Int(V) # o, for all y e U. 
Since V is F-regular open, i.e., V = Int (V), we have 
F(y) A ^ '^  ° ^°^ ^^1 y e U. 
Conversely, let V be a F-open set with F(x) A V ^ o for 
each X e X. Then V <_ Int (V) and Int(V) is a F-regular 
open set and, therefore F(x) A Int(V) ^ o. By the hypothesis, 
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there exists an open set U containing x such that 
F(y) A Int(V) ?t o, for all y e U. 
Similarly v/e can prove (ii) . 
Now we establish the following lemmas which is a fuzzy 
analogue of the results given in Berge [12]. 
LEMMA 7.2.2; Let F : (X,^ ') -•• (Y,7y) be a F-nultifunction 
and {A.} be a family of fuzzy sets of Y, then 
F'l(VAi) = UF"^(A^ (i) -^(V ^ " (A^), 
(ii) r-'cAA )^ c DF^MA^), 
(iii) F"^ (\/A^ ) 2UF'^(Ai)r 
(iv) F'*"(AA^) = n F"^(A^). 
We prove only (i) "as the proofs of others are on the similar 
lines. 
Proof; Let x e F"-\\/A^ ) then F(x) A (VA^) ^ o 
==> V(F(x)AA.) 7* o ==> F(X)AA. ?t o for some A. 
^ <!• ^ 
==> X e F~ (A.) for some A. ==> x e U F ~ (A.). 
Now, let X e U F ~ (A.) then x e F" (A.) for some A. 
==> F(x)A A^ ^ o for some A^ ==> F{x) A (VA.) ^ o 
==> x e F"-'-(VA^) . 
Therefore F~ (VA.) =UF~''"(A.). 
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LEMMA 7.2.3; Let F : X -^ Y be a F-multifunction and A./A-
be two fuzzy sets of Y. Then, if A, £ Aj, 
~—1 *• ^ "'—1 ** 
F ^(Aj) C.F ^(A2) 
and F'''(A^ ) C F'''(A2) . 
Proof; It is straight forward. 
THEOREM 7.2. It Let F : (X^ JT") -»• Vi ,'ily^) be a F-multif unction. 
Then the following conditions are equivalents 
(i) F is F-a.l.s.c.« 
(ii) F (A) is open, for every F-regular open set A of Y. 
(iii) F (Int(A)) is open, for every F-open set A of Y. 
(iv) "^•'•(A) Q. Int(F"-'-(Int(A)) , for every F-open set A of Y. 
Proof; (i) ==>(ii): Suppose that F is F-a.l.s.c. and A is 
a F-regular open set of Y. Let x e F" (A) (i.e.F(x)AA ?4 ©) , 
then by the hypothesis there exists an open set U containing 
X such that 
F(y) A A ?^  o, for all y e U. 
Therefore U C F~ (A) and hence F" (A) is an open set in X. 
(ii) ==> (iii); For every F-open set A, Int(A) is a F-regular 
open set. Therefore F (Int(A)) is open. 
(iii) ==> (iv); Suppose that A is a F-open set then 
A £ Int(A) and hence F""^  (A) ^  F"-"-(Int (A)) . Since F~^(Int(A)) 
is open, we have F~"''(A) ^ Int (F""^  (Int (A))) . 
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(iv) ==> (i): Suppose that A is a F-regular open set and 
X e F"-^(A), then A = Int((K)) . Therefore, F"^(A) S Int(F' (A) 
which implies that F~ (A) is open. Therefore, for every 
y e F (A), we have 
F{y) A A ?4 o. 
Hence F is F-a.l.s.c 
THEOREM 7.2.2; Let F : (X,J/) -•• {Y,{f^) be a F-multifunction. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) F is F-a.u.s.c.. 
(ii) F (A) is open, for every F-regular open set A of Y. 
(iii) F (Int(A)) is open, for every F-open set A of Y. 
(iv) F''"(A) Ci Int F"'"(lnt(A) ) , for every F-open set A of Y. 
Proof; (i) ==> (ii): Let F be a F-a.u.s.c. and A be a 
F-regular open set of Y. Let x e F (A) (i.e. f(x) < A ) . 
By the hypothesis there exists an open set U containing x 
such that 
F(y) £ A, for all y e U. 
Therefore 13 Q F (A) and hence F (A) is open. 
(ii) ==> (iii): For every F-open set A, Int(A) is a F-regu-
lar open set. Therefore F (Int(A)) is open. 
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(iii) ==> (iv): Suppose that A is a F-open set, then 
S < Int(A) and hence F'^(A) S F'^dntCA)). Since F'*"(Itft(A)) 
is open, we have F (A) ^  Int F (Int(A)). 
(iv) ==> (i)! Suppose that A is F-regular open set and 
X e F'*'(A), then A = Int(A). Therefore, F"*" (A) ^  Int(F'*"(A)) 
which implies that F"*" lA) is open. Therefore, for every 
y e F (A), we have 
F(y) £ A. 
Hence F is F-a.u.s.c.« 
THEOREM 7.2.3: Let F : (X,^) "^  i"^ P^TY) be a F-mult if unction 
on an ordinary topological space X into a fuzzy semiregular 
topological space Y. Then F is F-a.l.s.c. if and only if F 
is F-l.s.c* 
Proof; By Remark 7.2.1, every F-l.s.c. fuzzy multifunction is 
a F-a.l.s.c. so we prove only that F is F-l.s.c. if F is 
F-a.l.s.c Let A be a F-open set of Y then A = V A,, 
i ^ 
where A.'s are fuzzy regular open sets of Y. Now 
F^(A) = F " ^ ( V A ^ ) = U F~^(A^) C Int r^Int(A^)) 
i i 
= U Int F"-^(A.) ^  lnt( U F"-^(A.)) =IntF'-^(A). 
i ^ "^  i ^ 
Therefore F" (A) is open and hence F is F-l.s.c.« 
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Remark. .7.2.2; Theorem 7.2.3 is an extension of Theorem 7.9 
[4]. 
THEOREM 7.2.4; Let (X,J7) and (Y,X) be two ordinary topolo-
gical spaces and {Z,^ ) be a fuzzy topological space. If 
F-: X -»-Y is a U.S.c. ordinary multifunction such that 
R(F,) = Y and Fj: Y ->- Z is an F-a.u.s.c. fuzzy multifunc-
tion. Then F-o F, is an F-a.u.s.c. fuzzy multifunction. 
Proof; Let A be a F-regular open set in Y. Then we have 
(F20 F^)"^ (A) = {XEX/(F2° ^1) <X) 1 A ) 
= {x£X/Fj^(x) C F2 (A) } 
= F^ (F^ (A)). 
Since Fj ^^) is open in Y, F^CF^CA)) is open in X. Then 
F2O F, is F-a.u.s.c.« 
Remark 7.2.3; A similar result holds if F, and F- are 
assumed to be l.s.c. and F-a.l.s.c, respectively. 
DEFINITION 7.2.2; Let F- and F- be two F-multifunctions 
on X into Y. Then the ayUon of F^ and F^ is defined by 
( F ^ V F 2 ) <X) = ^^(x) V F2(x) 
and the IntzA^zctLon defined by 
(F^A F2) ^^) = ^l<^) ^  ^2^^^ • 
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•a in THEOREM 7.2,5t Let ^F^}^_j^ be a family of F-a.u.s.c. fuzzy 
mult if unctions F. on {X,tS) into {Y ,^^) . Then V F. is also 
1 ^ i=l 1 
F-a.u.s.c. fuzzy multifunction. 
Proof; Let A be a F-regular open set of Y, we have 
n , n 
( V FJ'^(A) = {xeX/( V F.) (X) < A} 
i=l ^ i=l ^ " 
= {xeX/ V F. (x) _< A}. 
If X e ( V ^i^^^A) then F.(x) £ A for i=l,...,n. Since 
i=l 
each F. is F-a.u.s.c, there exists open sets U. containing 
X such that 
F, (y) <_ A, for all y c U^. 
n n ^ . ^ ^ ^ + ^ 
Let U = n U. then U C ( V F.) (A) and hence { \J F.) (A) 
i=l ^ i=l ^ i=l ^ 
n 
is open. Therefore y F. is F-a.u.s.c.« 
±=1 ^  
THEOREM 7.2.6; If (F^^i-j Si^^ F-a.l.s.c. fuzzy multifunctions 
n 
then A F. : X ^ Y is also F-a.l.s.c* 
i=l ^ 
Proof; It is the same as the proof of Proposition 4.7 [76]. 
Remark 7.2.4; Theorem 7,2,4, 7.2.5 and 7.2.6 are extension 
of Theorem 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 [76]. 
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7.3. FUZZY WEAKLY CONTINUOUS MULTIFUNCTIONS 
DEFINITION 7.3.1; A fuzzy multifunction F : (X,lf) -> {Y,!T^) 
is called: 
( i ) Vuzzy u}&cLiUy uppeA .iejiucontinoai ( F - w . u . s . c . ) i f for each x e X 
and each-F-open s e t A such t h a t F(x) £ A, t h e r e e x i s t s an 
open s e t U con t a in ing x such t h a t 
F(y) <_ (A) , for a l l y e U. 
( i i ) Pazzy we£Lkly loioeA ^ znUcontLnuoiu, ( F - w . l . s . c . ) i f for each 
X e X and each F-open s e t A such t h a t F(x) A A ^^  o, t h e r e 
e x i s t s an open s e t U con ta in ing x such t h a t 
F(y) A (A) ^ o, for a l l y e U. 
(iii) Fuzzy weakly continuous if it is both F-v/.u.s.c. and 
F-w.l.s.c.« 
Remark 7.3.1; Every F-w.u.s.c. fuzzy multifunction is a 
F-a.u.s.c. and every F-w.l.s.c. fuzzy multifunction is a 
F-a.l.s.c. but converse need not be true (see Example 7.3J. 
and 7.3.2) . 
EXAMPLES 7.3.1; Let A, B and C be fuzzy sets on I « to,l] 
defined as follows; for each x £ I, 
f o, o <_ X <_ h , 
2x-l J5 < X < 1; 
10? 
1, o 1 X £ Jj, 
§(x) 
and 
o , Jj < X < 1/ 
2 _ 4 
5' ^ " 5 ' 
C(x) = 
o, otherwise. 
Letu = {3,A,B, A V B, 1} be a fuzzy topology on I. 
Consider an ordinary topology space X = {p,q,r,s} with topology 
U'= {(j), {p}, {q,r,s},X} 
and a fuzzy multifunction F : (X,^) ->• (I/X) defined by 
F(P) = (B), 
F(q) = A, 
F(r) = C, 
F(s) = B. 
Then F is F-w.l.s.c. but not F-a.l.s.c. fuzzy multifunction. 
EXAMPLE 7.3.2; Let A,B,C be fuzzy sets on I = [o,l] defined 
as in Example 7.3.1 and D be a fuzzy set on I defined as 
follows: for each x e I, 
X, o <_ X <_ h, 
D(x) = 
o, otherwise. 
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Consider a fuzzy topology cT, on I same as in Example 7.3.1 
and an ordinary topological space X = {p,q,r,s} with topology 
0^ = {(i>, {r}, {p,r}, {r,8}, {p,r,s}, X}. 
Now, define a fuzzy multifunction F : {X,U) •* (I,c^) by 
F(P) = (A), 
F(q) = A V B, 
F(r) = C, 
F(s) = D. 
Then F is a F-w.u.s.c. but not F-a.u.s.c. fuzzy multi-
function. 
THEOREM 7.3.1; Let F ; (X,IT) •* (Y,D'y) be a F-multifunction. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) F is F-w.u.s.c* 
(ii) F (A) is open, for every F-open set A of Y. 
(iii) F"^(A) C Int F'''(A), for every F-open set A of Y. 
Proof; (i) ==> (ii); Let A be a F-open set of Y and 
X e F (A), i.e. F{x) _< A. By the hypothesis there exists an 
open set U containing x such that 
F(y) <_ (A) , for all y e U 
or U ^ F''"(A) . 
Hence F (S) is open. 
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(ii) ==> (iii): Suppose that A is a F-open set then by th« 
hypothesis F (A) is open and therefore F (A) C Int F (A). 
(iii) ==> (i): Let A be a F-open set of Y and let 
X e F''"{A) , i.e. F(x) _< A. By the hypothesis F'*'(A) Q, Int F'*"(Ai, 
therefore, F (A) is open. Hence for all y e F''"(A) 
F(y) £ A. 
THEOREM 7.3.2t Let F : (X,tr) - (Y,^^) be a F-mult if unction. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) F is F-w.l.s.c.' 
(ii) F'IA) is open, for every F-open set A of Y. 
(iii) F'IA) Int F~ (A), for every F-open set A of Y. 
Proof; It is similar to the proof of Theorem 7.3.1. 
DEFINITION 7.3.2; A fuzzy multifunction F ; (X,^ ') •* {Y,lf^) 
is called J=-opm if F (u) is a F-open set of Y, for every 
open set U of X. 
THEOREM 7.3.3: Let F ; (XjJ) -»• {Y ,^^) be a F-mult if unction. 
Then F is F-a.u.s.c. if it is F-w.u.s.c. and F-open. 
Proof; Let F be a F-w.u.s.c. fuzzy multifunction. Then for 
every x e X and each F-open set A such that F(x) £ A, 
there exists an open set U containing x such that 
F(y) 1 (A), for all y e U. 
lO"? 
since F is F-open, F(U) is open. This implies that 
F(U) <. Int(A) . 
Hence F is F-a.u.s.c.« 
DEFINITION 7 . 3 . 3 ; A fuzzy t o p o l o g i c a l space X i s c a l l e d 
fuzzy ext^zjmaZZy dUconmcjtzd i f t h e c l o s u r e of every F-open s e t 
i s F-open. 
THEOREM 7.3.4; Let F ; (X,^) -*• (Y,try) be a F-multifunction 
and Y be a fuzzy extremally disconnected space. Then F is 
F-a.u.s.c. (F-a.l.s.c.) if and only if it is P-w.u.s.c. 
(F-w.l.s.c.). 
Proof; If F is F-a.u.s.c. (F-a.l.s.c.) then it is obvious 
that F is F-w.u.s.c. (F-w.l.s.c.). So we prove only that 
F is F-a.u.s.c. (F-a.l.s.c.) if it is F-w.u.s.c. (F-w.l.s.c). 
Now, let A be a F-open set of Y such that F(x) £ A 
for every x e X. Since F is F-u.s.c, there exists an open 
set U containing x such that 
F(y) £ A, for all y e U. 
Since Y is fuzzy extremally disconnected space, we have 
(A) is F-open. Therefore, (A) = Int(A) and hence 
F(y) _< Int(A) for all y e U. 
This implies that F is F-a.u.s.c.» 
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A similar argiunents hold in the case of F-a.l.s.c* 
DEFINITION 7.3.4; A fuzzy topological apace X is called a 
fiCQutaK iazzy Apac& if for each fuzzy open set A of X is a 
union of fuzzy open sets A.'s of X such that (A.) _< A for 
each i. 
THEOREM 7.3.5; Let Y be a regular fuzzy topological space 
and F ; (X/Jf) •*• {Y,U^) be a F-multifunction. Then F is 
F-w.l.s.c. if and only if it is F-l.s.c.» 
Proof; Let 3^  be a fuzzy open set of Y. Since Y is regular 
fuzzy space, A =\/A., %.. t Xfy and (A.) <_ A, for each i. 
Since F is F-w.l.s.c, we have 
F"^(A) = F~^(VA^) = y F'-^CA^) C U Int F"^(A^) 
S U Int F"-^(A^) = Int F"'''(A). 
Therefore F (A) is open and hence F is F-l.s.c.« 
THEOREM 7.3.6; Let P^: (X,lf) -• (Y,U) be an ordinary l.s.c. 
multifunction such that R(F-) = Y and let F^: (Y,X) -• (Z,tiC) 
be a F-w.l.s.c. fuzzy multifunction. Then P^o F- is a 
F-w.l.s.c. fuzzy multifunction. 
Proof; Let A be a fuzzy set of Z. Then 
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(F2O Fj)"^(A) = {xeX/tFjO F^) (X) A (A) ft 0} 
= {xeX/F^(x) A F2(A) ?4 0} 
= F^^ (F2^(A)). 
Since ^2 ^^ ^ ^^ open, we see that F^ (Fj (A)) is open. 
Therefore F^o F, is F-w.l.s.c* 
A similar result can be proved for F-w.u.s.c,« 
THEOREM 7.3.7: Let {F-)^_i be a family of F-w.u.s.c. fuzzy 
multifunctions. Then >J)F. is a F-w.u.s.c. fuzzy multifunction. 
i=l ^ 
Proof; It is similar to the proof of Theorem 7.2.5. 
THEOREM 7.3.8; Let {^ £^ =^1 be a family of F-w.l.s.c. fuzzy 
multifunctions. Then A F. is also F-w.l.s.c.« 
1=1 
Proof; It is similar to the proof of Theorem 7.2.6. 
7.4. VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES FOR FUZZY MAPPINGS 
In this section, we present, first of all,the concept of 
fuzzy mappings on a Banach space and a fixed point theorem for 
such mappings. After this we introduce notion of variational 
inequalities for fuzzy mappings and prove an existence theorem 
by using this fixed point theorem. 
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Let X be a Banach space and A be a fuzssy aet In X, 
Let t e [o,l]. The t-ltv^Z 6£t of A denoted by A^, is 
defined by 
A^ = {x e X/A(x) >^  t} if t e (o,ll» 
Ao' = {x e X/A(x) >^ o}, 
DEFINITION 7 . 4 . 1 ; A fuzzy s e t A i s s a i d t o be an cippwxXmautz 
qucLnt^ty i f Sup A(x) = 1. 
xeX 
DEFINITION 7 . 4 . 2 ; A mu l t i f unc t i on F : X ^ Y from a s e t X 
i n t o a Banach space Y i s c a l l e d iazzy mapping i f F(x) i s an 
approximate quality. 
Let A and B be two fuzzy sets of X then their 4am 
is defined as 
(A+B) (x) = Sup {A(z) A B(x-z)/z e X). 
THEOREM7.4.1; Let X be a Banach space and F ; X -* X be a 
fuzzy mapping satisfying the following condition: there exists 
AiE (o,l) such that 
I |u-v| I 1 Xjl '^ "^ 1 I ' ^°^ ^^^ "^^  - ^^^^ ^"^ ^^ ^ - ^^y^ (7.4.1) 
i.e. 
I|u-v|I £ Ajl|x-y|I, for all u E (F(X))^ and v e (F(y))^, 
where {u} denotes fuzzy set with membership function equal to 
a characteristic function of set {u} . 
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Then there exists a point x* e X such that (x*) £ F(x*) or 
X* e (F(x*))^. 
For the proof of this theorem we need the following lemmas: 
LEMMA 7.4.1; If {x} £ A, then inf ||x-y|| = o. 
yeAt 
Proof; If {x} £ A, then x E A. for each t G fo,lJ. Then 
inf I|x-ylI = o. 
yeA^ 
LEMMA 7.4.2; If {x,} <.A, then inf ||Xo-yll <_ |Ix-y|| for 
yeB. 
all X e A.. 
Proof; Since {x,,} £ A, then Xo e A . Therefore 
inf 1|xo-y|I £ |lx-y|| for all x e A.. 
yeB^ ^ 
Proof of Theorem 7.4.1; Let x^ e X and {x,} <_ F(Xo). Then 
there exists X2 e X such that {Xj) £ F(x-) and 
Continuing in this way we produce a sequence {x } in X such 
that {x^} < F(x 1) and * 
n — n-i 
£ Xj 1 |xo-x, I I for each n >^  1. 
no 
Now, 
Mx -X . II < | | x -X 1^ I l + l |x^ . - - x ^ . ^i I + . . . + 1 |x^_^^ 1-x^.^l 1 
' ' n n+m'' — '' n n + 1 ' ' ' ' n+1 n + 2 ' ' ' ' n+m-1 n+m'' 
<_ (•• •_^  •) | | x o - x , | | f or each n,in ^ 1 . 
If n,in -*• », then (x } is a cauchy sequence. Since X is a 
Banach space, therefore x •*• x* (say). 
inf ||x*-y|| < ||x*-x 11+ inf \\x-y\\ 
ye(F(x*))^ ye(F(x*))^ 
1 I|x*-xjl4-|lx^-y|| 
< ||x*-x^||+ Xzll^n-r^ll 
< i|x*-x^||+ x5||xo-y||. 
Since X, e (o,!), then inf | |x*-y| |-* o as n •*- ». 
ye(?{x*))^ 
Then by Lemma 7.4.1, we have {x*} £ P{x*) or x* e {F(x*)},. 
Remark 7.4.1; This theorem is a fuzzy analogue of Theorem 6.2.1 
Let H be a Hilbert space whose inner product and norm 
are denoted by (.,.) and ||.||, respectively, and let K be 
a closed convex subset of H. Let F be a fuzzy mapping on 
H into itself. 
PROBLEM 7.4.1; Find u e K such that 
(p,u-v) >^  o, for all v e K 
(7.4.2) 
and {p} <_ F(u) or p e {F(u)}^. 
I l l 
This i s ca l l ed (Juzzy vaAiatlonat InzquuUJjty pfioblan and (7 .4 .2 ) i s 
ca l l ed a ^azzy voAMttionaZ AMzquatity. 
THEOREM 7 . 4 . 2 ; [u,pl i s a so lu t ion of Problem 7 .4 .1 i f and 
only i f 
u = PJ^(U-CP) and {p} <_ F(u) , 
for some p o s i t i v e constant ^. 
Proof; I t i s s imi lar to the proof of Lemma 6 . 3 . 1 . 
DEFINITION 7 . 4 . 3 ; ( i ) Let F:H -^  H be a fuzzy mapping. Then 
F i s c a l l e d F-6tfiongty monotone, i f there e x i s t s y^ > o such that 
(u-v,x-y) >^  Y2I l^^-y! 1^/ for a l l {u} £ F(x) and {v} £ F(y) . 
( i i ) F i s c a l l e d F-LZp.i>cfuXz continuovu, i f there e x i s t s Xj > o 
such that 
I | y - v | I 1 ^2' ' ^ " ^ 1 ' ' ^°^ ^-^^ "^^  - ^^ ^^  ^^^ ^^ -^  - ^^ ^^  • 
THEOREM 7.4.3; Let F be a F-Lipschitz continuous and F-
strongly monotone fuzzy mapping on H into itself. Then 
Problem 7.4.1 has a solution. 
Proof; Let P o (I-^ l*) ;K -*• H be a fuzzy mapping defined as 
(P^ o (I-CF))(u) = y {P„(u-ep)} = {T(u)}. = T(u) (say), 
^ pe{F(u)}^ ^ ^ 
Now we will prove that T satisfies (7.4.1). 
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Let w, e T(Uj) and W2 e T(u2) , we have 
Wj = Pj^(u^-^p^) and {p^} <. F(u^) 
and 
W2 = P J ^ ( U 2 - 5 P 2 ) and {pj) £ ^(^2^^-
11^1-^211 = II^K<"r^Pl^ - PK<^2-^P2)11 
= 1 luj^-U2-C(Pi-P2) 1 I-
Now 
I l u i - U 2 - a P i - P 2 ) 1 1'= 1 lu i -Uj l r+CM IP1-P2I l ' - 2 U P i - P 2 ' ^ r ^ 2 ^ 
< 1IU1-U2I1^+?^X|1|u^-U2lI2-2CY2I 1^1-^2!I ' 
= ( 1 + C ^ X 2 - 2 C Y 2 ) l l u i - U 2 l | ^ 
There fo re , 
I 1^1-^2! I ^ ^ 1 + 5 H | - 2 C Y 2 ) ' '^l""2l I 
= e l l u ^ - u 2 l l ^ 
2^2 
^2 
Since 9 < 1, we have T s a t i s f i e s (7 .4 .1) and by Theorem 
7 . 4 . 1 , {u} <_ T(w) o r u e {T(w) }^ . Hence 
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u = Pj^  (u-5p) and {p} _< F(u). 
Therefore by Theorem 7.4.2, Problem 7.4.1, has a solution, 
Remark 7.4.2; Inequality 7.4.2 is a fuzzy analogue of 
inequality 1.4.1. 
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